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ix
SUMMARY

Initially general aspects of DNA structure, particularly
tertiary, and its investigation are discussed together with the
difficulties encountered; this leads to the choice of J!ÎX174-RF
DNA, investigated mainly by light scattering as the experimental
system for investigating DNA structure. As ÿ(X174-NF DNA is
circular and exists in two forms, RFI which is supercoiled and RFII
which is an open circle, the implication of this and the significance
of the experimental work undertaken are discussed in the light of
previous workers' findings•

The following experiments were performed:
(l) light scattering on ^X174-ItPI DNA at 25^0; (2) light scattering
on ^X174-RFI DNA at temperatures from 14.9^- 74*5*̂ 0; (3) light
scattering on j(îX174-NFI DNA at different mol bound proflavine/mol
equiv. nucleotide from 0 to 0,06; (4 ) light scattering on f(X174-NFII
at 25^0, All experiments were in buffer, pH 6.8 and I = 0.2,

From all experiments the value of the mol, wt, was 3*22+0,05
X 10^ (S.D, of 20 experiments), which is somewhat less than the accepted
value of 3 .4 X 10^. This downward re-evaluation of the mol. wt, is in
line with the recent re-evaluation for a number of widely-used phage
DNA molecules. In experiment (1), the experimental r.m.s.radius, contour
length and number of superhelical turns determined by EB titration,
were used to define exactly the dimensions of various models for a
superhelix; the straight interwound, the Y interwound and the toroidal
models. The PO for these was calculated from the formula PÔ *= —  x 
„ „ sin hr IT
^ 2    where N is the no. of scattering segments, r ^
the distance between the nth and mth segments and h a constant
dependent on the scattering angle, 0, by computer summation* These
results indicated that at"Y = -12 a Y shape was the best model, though



no exact fit was found*
In experiments (2) and (5) the superhelix density (o) was 

varied by temperature variation and by proflavine intercalation* These 
experiments indicated, both from the r.m.s. radius and general appearance 
of the P0~^ curves, that from c = -0.027 -12*5) to c = -0.021

-IO) the molecular conformation was as in experiment (1), a Y 
shape; as lô j decreased further to 0 .0 17 approx., the molecule became 
very compact (r.m.s, radius = 60 -,70nm) before expanding slowly to an 
open circular conformation ati<y = 0 (r.m.s,radius = 120nm with 0 .06  

mol dye bound/mol equiv. nucleotide. Prom experiments (I) - (3) the 
r.m.s. radius of the Y type structure of J(ÎX174--RFI at 25 C was 97*4 ±
8nm (S.D. of 5 experiments). Predicting PO"^ curves on the lines of 
experiment (I) indicated that compact conformation was a toroid-type 
structure.

Some small variation of the second virial coefficient from zero, 
was found, which was tentatively attributed to increased exposure of 
hydrophobic bases due to torsional strain in the superhelix. Simple 
thermodynamic calculations on the energy requirements of the various 
models indicates that the above structures and transitions were quite 
possible and reasonable*

In experiment (4), RFII was found to have a second virial 
coefficient of zero and a r.m.s. radius of 109*4 ± 15wm* A theoretical 
PO function was calculated for a circular worm-like coil at different 
values of the persistence length from the above formula for PO, using 
polymer distribution functions. One summation was performed analytically, 
the other by computer summation. From this experiment the persistence 
length was found to be 4I ±  3*5rim for DNA which is in good agreement 
with values from hydrodynamic experiments, in contrast to almost all 
other light scattering results; this is attributed, to the correctness 
of the interpretation of the results by conventional methods, due to 
the small size and optical isotropy of ÿ̂Xl 74-RFII.

The persistence length of RPI titrated to an open circle with



proflavine was also found; this was % + which indicates a drop
in the persistence length on binding proflavine.
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1,1

DNA STRUCTURE AND CONFORMATION

SincG tho poG'tLilntion of tho doublo-s branded, baso-paired structure for

DNA by Watson & Crick ( 1953a,b) from X-ray diffraction evidence formed a

basis for speculation, there have been many investigations of DNA structure,

DNA structure can be divided fairly clearly into three sections :

(a) the primary structure, which is the sequence of bases in the strands

of the double helix; (b) the secondary structure, which is tho short-

range ordered structure, i,o, the double helix, the pairing of bases,

the pitch and position of bases with respect to the helix axis etc,;

(c) the tertiary structure,which is the overall conformation of the whole

molecule, normally the shape adopted by the linear thread of the duplex.

The other parameter, which is related to (a) and (c), which describes DNA

is the molecular weight, M,

The primary structure of DNA molecules has proved very resistant

to elucidation because of the size of even the smallest naburally occurring
5

molecules, bacterial plasmid DNA molecules, mol, i.jt, 9 x 10 approx, ,

(Lee & Davidson, 1960; Riou & Dolain, 1969) and because of the lack of 

specific endonucleases such as exist for RNA (Gilham, 1970), Progress so 

far, has been restricted to nearest neighbour (Subake-Gharpe et al,, 1966) 

and pyrimidine run (Rajbhandary & Stuart, 1960) analyses, determination of 

G -I- G contents (Rendich, 1955) and special cases such as the sequence of 

the "sticky ends" of X DNA (Wu & Taylor, 1971),

The secondary structures postulated for DNA have been based on the 

X-ray diffraction evidence (see Arnett, 1970 for a review) for molecular 

co-ordinates, luhich indicabe three types of secondary structure designated 

A, n and C, in the fibres. Table 1,1 gives a summary of the major para

meters related to these structures. Those have been related to DNA 

solution structure experimentally by 0,R,D,, C,D,, (Yang & Samejima, 1959; 

Tunis & Hearst, 1960; Tunis-Schneider & Maestre, 1970) X-ray scattering 

(Fisenberg & Gohen, 1960 ; l.uzzati et al,, 1964; Luzzati et al,, 1967;

Dram, 1971), Dram has obtained evidence that tho secondary structure is



3
snmoiijhat dépendant on the primary. Thermal melting transitions monitored 

with IJoVo spectroscopy (Hamaguchi & Geiduschek, 1962; Marmur & Doty,

1962) or with G,R,D. and G»D, (Samejima & Yang, 1965; Gennis & Cantor, 

1972) have also indicated this and have shown that the secondary structure 

is dependent on temperature and ionic environment. Recently tritium 

exchange (MacConnel & von Hippel, 1970; Englander & von Hippel, 1972), 

reaction with formaldehyde (Utiyama & Doty, 1971) and n,m.r, (MacDonald 

et al,, 1964; Lubas & üjilkzok, 1970) have been developed as probes of 

secondary structure.

The consensus of opinion is that the normal structure of DNA around 

room temperature, neutral pH, and ionic strength 0,1 to 2 is equivalent 

approximately to the B structure (Tunis-Schneider & Maestre, 1970) observed 

in fibres, In high salt ( >  4M), particularly Li , the C structure is 

thought to exist (Tunis-Schneider & Maestre, 1970; Tunis & Hearst, 1968), 

In 80% ethanol, 0,R,D, spectra resembling those obtained from double- 

stranded RNA have been reported (Brahms & Mommaorts, 1954) which may 

indicate some type of A structure (Tunis-Schneider & Maestre, 1970), 

Although transitions, if any, betvjeen A, D, and C structures might be 

expected to he co-operative in nature, intermediate types seem to occur 

(Gennis & Cantor, 1972; Dram, 1971),

The tertiary structure of DNA has boon examined experimentally by 

a number of techniques in recent years. These include electron micro

scopy (Lang et al,, 1964; Lang, 1970), autoradiography (Rubinstein et al,, 

1961), sedimentation velocity (Studier, 1965; Rosenblum & Cox, 1966;

Gray & Hearst, 1968), sedimentation equilibrium (Bancroft & Creifelder,

1970; Schmid 4 Hearst, 1969), viscosity (Douthart & Bloomfield, 1968 ; 

Crothers & Zimm, 1965; Hays & Zimm, 1970; TreibbLet al,. 19711. light 

scattering (Harpst et al,, 1958; Cohen & Eisenberg, 1966; Krasna et al., 

1970; Dawson & Harpst, 1971), optical mixing spectroscopy in conjunction 

with sedimentation velocity (Dubin et al., 1970% electro-optical scattering 

(Hennings & Plummer, 1970; Hornick & Weill, 1971 ), electrical and flow
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birofringenne (Houssier, 1968; Weill et al., 1958; Harrington, 1970;

Maestin & Kilkson, 1965), electrical and flow dichroism (Wada, 1964; Callis 

& Davidson, 1969), magnetic birefringence (Mekshenkov, 1964), fluorescence 

depolarisation in conjunction with dye binding (Hornick & Weill, 1971;

Le Pecq & Paoletti, 197l) and n.m.r, (Lubas & Wilczock, 1971), In addition 

a number of theoretical predictions have boon mado for DIMA examined by 

viscosity (Hoarst et al,, 1960a),sedimentation velocity (Hearst & Stockmayer, 

1962; Gray et al,, 1967) and light scattering (Sharp & Bloomfield, 1950b) 

in terms of the worm-like coil model. The majority of quantitive charac

terisations have been with these throe techniques, and discussion has 

centrod round them; however, agreement between different experiments is 

still not good (Schmid et al, , 1971) and in fact conformity in molecular 

weight values is only beginning to appear (Freifelder, 1970), Values of 

other tertiary structure parameters such as tho Kuhn statistical length 

and the excluded volume parameter (see section 1,4) are still in dispute. 

Recently three main types of DNA have been used in secondary and 

to.Ttiary structure investigation. Those are: (a) calf thymus DNA,

usually sonicated to low molecular weight about 500,GOO (Cohon & Fisenberg, 

1958; Litzlor ot al,, 1954; Sponar et al,, 1965; Weill & Hornick, 1968; 

Londos-Gagl.i nrdi et al, , 1971); ( h) synthetic donxyri bo nucleotide polymers

(Inman & Baldwin, 1962; do Gennes, 1960; Gennis & Cantor, 1972);

(c) whole naturally occurring DNA molecules (Harpst ot al,, 1968; Brothers 

& Zimm, 1965; F reifolder, 1970; Gray & Hearst, 1968), This last type of 

DNA molecule has heen most commonly Lised, as they are obviously more 

immediately relevant.

However, the only types which have been preparable in quantities 

large enough for uso in most physico-chemical experiments have been hac- 

terophago DNA molecules. These are normally very largo (mol, wt.> 24 x 10^) 

and therefore difficult to handle for a number of reasons, in particular 

shear sensitivity. Also a number of methods are difficult to apply, with 

current techniques, to molecules of such a size. For example light 

scattering, a potentially very powerful tool for tho elucidation of tertiary
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structure in these molecules, has not been usable correctly with such 

molecules, because low enough scattering angles have not been examinable
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1 , 2

Ci in THE n r  e x p é r i m e n t a l  s y s t e m

It was felt dosirablG to examine and characterise a DNA molecule, both to 

generally characterise DNA structure, and with a view to employing it in 

interaction experiments with other biological macromolecules, Eor ease 

of handling in general, and, in particular, to be able to use light scatter

ing, a powerful tool for this type of investigation, it was necessary to 

use as small a DNA molecule as possible, which was preparable in large 

quantities. The replicative double-stranded form of bactoriaphage 

/ XI74DNA (/ X17/I-RE DNA) ( Kloinschmidt ot al,, 1963; Burton & Sinsheimer,

1963), mol, wt, 3,4 x 1 (Sinsheimer, 1959) fits these requirements,

The other main possibility, PM2 phage DNA, mol, wt, 5 x 10^ (Espejo et al,,

1969) was, at the start of this project, hardly characterised and it is 

almost too large for light scattering experiments on conventional instru

ments, In addition, for projected interaction experiments, since this 

usually involves the determination of weight average molecular weights, the 

intnractants should be as near one another with respect to M as possible; 

for DNA-protoin type interactions, therefore, as small a DNA molecule as 

possible should again bo used, / XI 74-RE DNA accordingly was chosen for 

the project, luhich was the investigation of fi X174-RE DNA structure by 

physico-chemical methods, mainly light scattering, / XI 74-RE DNA is 

circular and can he supercoiled. This leads to a number of interesting 

problems, the answers to which can he illuminating for DNA structure in 

general. This is discussed in tho next section (section 1.3),



1 .3

CIRCULAR DNA

1.3.1

/ X174 DNA

Double-stranded replicative form of / X174 bacteriophage X174-RI^ exists in 

two forms, naturally: firstly the double stranded circular form with both

strands of tho DNA duplex intact, called form I, and secondly the double strand

ed circular form with at least one break in one of the strands of tho DNA 

duplex, called form II. / X174-RFI DNA has a number of tertiary turns imposed 

on the DNA duplex by topological constraints (Vinograd & Lobowitz, 1965), 

whereas the RFII DNA exists as an open circle with no topological constraints. 

This is represenLed diagrammatically in Fig. 1.1.

1.3.2

HISTORY AND CHARACTERISATION OF CIRCULAR DNA

The first suggestions of circular DNA molecules came from genetic recombi

nation experiments (Oacob & Wollman, 1957). The first direct demonstrations 

of naturally occurring circular DNA molecules were for yf XI74 mature phage DNA 

which is single stranded (Fiors & Sinsheimor, 1962) and the Escherichia call 

chromosome (Cairns, 1963). These were followed by the demonstration thatXDNA 

can be circularised by virtue of its "sticky ends" (Horshoy ot al., 1963) and 

that polyoma virus DNA existed in at least two forms one of which was a cova

lently closed circular duplest (Dulbecco & Vogt, 1953; Weil & Vinograd,

19,3) with the two single strands topologically linked as catanenes in the 

sense of Wasserman (196D). At this stage it was thought that form I was a 

circular and form II a linear form of the same DNA molecule. y( X174-RF DNA 

which exists intracellularly (Sinsheimer et al., 1962) was shown to be analo

gous to polyoma DNA (Kloinschmidt ot al., 1953; Burton & Sinsheimer, 1963).

Also analogous were the DNA molecules from a number of mammaliam viruses :

SV4D (Crawford & Black, 1964), rabbit papilloma (Crawford, 1964) and human 

papilloma (Crawford, 1965). X phage was also shown to have a circular 
intracellular i ntermedinto on infocting E. Coll (Young & Sinsheimer, 1964). 

However, it was apparenb that tho hypothesis of forms I and II, being



circular and linear respectively, did not explain properties such as the 

variation of sedimentation confficinnt with pi I and tomporatu.ro of formal

dehyde fixing (Crawford & Black, 1954; Bowels & Hanz, 1964; Vinograd ot 

al., 1965). Furthermore Banz & Powols (1965) showed that I was converted 

to II by one single stranded nick by DNase,

Hence Vinograd and co-workers (Vinograd ot al., 1965; Vinograd & 

Lebowitz, 1966) proposed that form I was supercoilod and form II was 

relaxed circular DNA, This hypothesis was substantiated experimentally, as 

in sedimentation-velocity monitored dye titration of form I to an open 

circular form (Crawford & Waring, 1967; Bauer & Vinograd, 1968), shown 

diagrammatically in Fig, 1.1.

A comprehensive review of these developments and other aspects of 

circular DNA has boon given recently by Holinski & Clewell (1971).

1.3.3

SUPERCGILED DNA, FORM I

1.3.3.1

QUANTITATION OF SÜPERCOILING

The degree of supercoiling and its relation to the duplex structure in a 

form I DNA molecule have been formulated quantitatively by Vinograd and co- 

workers ( Bauer & inograd , 1968; \/inegrad et al, , 1968; Bauer & Vinograd , 

197Da) and Wang (1969a,b). Three winding numbers are defined; the super- 

helix winding number, r, defines the number of turns the duplex makes about 

the axis of the suporhelix; the topographical winding number, a , is defined 

as the number of complete revolutions made by one strand about tho duplex 

axis, when the axis is made to lie in a plane; the duplex winding, ft , is 

the number of cemplote revolutions made by one strand about the duplex axis 

in tho unconstrained molecule. The numbers are related by the equation

T --- a - ft ( 1 )

An analytical proof of this has been presontod by Glaubigor & Hearst (1967). 

In addition, an intensive quantity, the superhelix density cr , is defined as



^ = T/Po (2)

where is one-tenth the number of base pairs in the molecule, and if the 

duplex is in the D structure is equal tojSo Conventionally right-handed 

duplex turns are taken as positive, A number of possible supercoiled DNA 

structures are shown in Fig, 1,2, Because of the topology of the molecules, 

for the interwound models (a) and (c), left-handed superturns are positive, 

whereas for the non-interwound toroidal model, (b), right-handed superturns 

are positive.

Three basically different methods of determining I have been described : 

(a) dye titration monitored by sedimentation velocity (Crawford & Waring,

1967; Bauer & Vinograd, 1968; Wang, 1969a,b), viscometry (Revet et al,,

1971) or buoyant density (Bauer & Vinograd, 1958); (b) alkaline base

titration monitored by buoyant density (Vinograd ot al,, 1968); (c) buoyant

density difference of form I from form II duo to their difforenb affinities 

for dye molecules (Gray ot al,, 1971), Of these, dye titration, particular

ly, monitored by sedimentation-velocity, has been most commonly used (Crawford 

& Waring, 1967; Bauer & Vinograd, 1968; Radloff nt al,, 1967; Wang ot al., 

1967, Bujard, 1968; Ruttonberg et al, , 1968; Wang, 1969a,b; Bottger &

Kuhn, 1971), Because of this, bncaiise it has been used in work reported 

here and because it illustrates many important points concerning supercoiled 

DNA structure, the principles behind this method are presented in detail 

here. The mathomatioal relationships have been derived by Bauer & Vinograd 

(1968) and Wang (1969a),

From nqn (l), since for naturally occurring superhelical DNA, 1" is 

negative and 3 )>a, if 3̂ decreases, so will |Tj until it reaches zero, At 

this point the closed circular form I DNA is in the shape of an open circle 

and very nearly equivalent in structure to form II. A decrease in f'l j to 

B, accompanying a decrease in can be followed by monitoring the change in 

scdimenbatian coefficient of the molecule until it has a sedimentation 

coefficient equivalent to that of form II, A further decrease in then
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leads to an increase in )Tj , with 'T assuming positive values and supercoils 
being formed in the opposite sense to the original. One method of decreasing 

p i s  by binding a drug such as ED (ethidium bromide, 2, 7-diamino-9- 

phenylphenanthridone-1O-ethyl bromide) to the GNA molecule; the drug mole

cules intercalate between the base pairs, causing local unwinding of the 

double helix (Lerman, 1961 , 1964) of 12° per drug molecule bound, in the 

case of EB (Fuller & Waring, 1964),

For a closed cyclic DIMA molecule with j ̂  supcrhelical turns with no 

dye bound, when dye is bound

Y  +((^/2zr)(20P<:).r

where / is the angle of unwinding in radians/bound dye molecule and r is 

the number of molecules of dye bound/molecule of nucleotide. Also,

cr (lOh'-jy ) ,r (4)

whore (X, is the superhelix density in the absence of dye. However, there 

is an additional effect to be accounted for; this is an allowance for any 

change in tho angle 0, tho average angle between two adjoining base pairs, 

due to stress associated with the suporhelical turns. If 0- - 0^when 1 - (o 

and p pj at T  - X  ’ then

%  + (10 ' U )©.,= 1 +  0,- ™  (5)

This is tho general equation describing suporhelical DNA in which the super- 

turns are being titrated. At the critical binding ratio r -"rp , the 

superhelical turns disappear, T  - q and

To --ZJ1. pDPl-r^ a' (6)207T + — ^-"(0, •

In gonoral and 0^ will be slightly different. Thus dye titration 

measures T  m -— -6- 2 ( 0̂  ̂~ 9.) ~ ' I , | is called tho number of suporhelical

turns and T  the number of physical suporhelical turns, T -  T  will 

generally be small ( <( 1 ) for DNA molocules of the size of XI74-HFI unless 

the superhelix density is frigh, so that torsional strain duo to supercoiling
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in incroanod- Tho name, if any, nltorntions in H will occur if the super- 

coils a m  unwound by othor methods, o.q. alkaline base titration (Vinograd 

& LebouJritz, 1965; Vinograd ot al., 1968; Powels ot al., 1968), temperature 

increase (Wang, 1969a; Upholt ot al., 1971) or ionic strength change 

(Gellert, 1967; Bode & MacHattie, 1968; Wang, 1969a; Upholt et al,, 1971),

It should be noted that the exact molecular details of the intercalation 

process as outlined by Lerman (1961, 1964) have recently been questioned 

by Paoletti & Le Pecq (1971 a,b), who have even suggested that intercalation 

winds rather than unwinds DNA. This hypothesis seems rather unlikely in 

view of the well-known alkali titration of supercoilod DNA, indicating this 

is achieved by unwinding the duplex and in view of D.R.D. results (Maestre 

& Wang, 1971; Campbell & Lochhoad, 1971). However, the model of Paoletti 

& Le Pecq also allows unwinding and in this form there is considerable 

evidence for it (Saucier et al., 1971; Waring, 1970). Nevertheless, they 

also accept a value for tho unwinding angle for EB of 12° as is indicated by 

the agreement between tho number of suporhelical turns of the same DNA 

molecules as determined by dye titration and by buoyant density-alkaline 

base titration (Vinograd ot al,, 1968),

1.3.3.2

CnNFDRMATinNS OF SUPERCOILED DNA

Possible conformations of supercoilod DNA in solution arc represented in 

Fig, 1.2, Other configurations such as H-shopos may also exist.

The earliest attempts to examinn the conformation of circular DNA and, 

specif i cally ii/hat turned out to be supercoilod DNA, were by ultracentri

fugation and olcctron microscopy (Kloinschmidt ot al., 1963; Thomas &

MacHattie, 1964; Tanz & Powels, 1965; Vinograd ct al,, 1965; Weil & Vinograd, 

19i'i3; Chandler ct al, , 1964). Those two techniques, along with viscosity 

(Revet et al.. 1971 ; Saucier et al, , 1971), have continued to bo the tools 

used in the vast majority of investigations of supercoilod DNA structure 

over since (Crawford & Waring, 1967; Follet & Crawford, 1967; Gellert,

1967; Bode & MacHattie, 1968; Bauer & Vinograd, 1968; Wang, 1969a;
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Bottger & Kuhn, 1971; Upholt et al», 1971).

However, results from electron micrographs can produce artifactual 

results, especially whore tho results are taken as an indication of solution 

structure. Crawford & Waring (1967), Wang (1969a) and Vinograd et al.

(1968) have all noted that tho number of superhelical turns apparent in 

electron micrographs is very different from that calculated from sedimentation 

velocity-dye titration experiments for the same molecules. Possible reasons 

for this have been discussed by Vinograd ot al. (1968) and Kloinschmidt 

et al, (1965)

It is possible to attempt to correlate the sedimentation coefficients 

of these molecules with molecular dimensions and some efforts have been made 

in this direction (Fukotsu & Kurata, 1966; Bloomfield, 1966; Gray, 1967),

Tho theories of Bloomfield and Fukotsu & Kurata treat form I D(\!A as consist

ing of sub-rings linearly connected at fixed points by universal joints. 

Sedimentation coefficients predicted by these models are very much higher 

than experimentally observed values. This is probably bocause of at least 

three reasons : (a) the assumption that the strands of the molecules touch

when crossing over; (ta) the failure to consider more than one possible 

structure for supercoilod DNA; (c) in the case of Bloomfield, the assumption 

of equal loop size.

Gray (1967) has treated the molecule as rigid and used the Kirki.jood- 

Riseman formulation (Kirkwood, 1954) to calculate sedimentation coefficients. 

He also considered two models, the toroid and the straight interwound 

(Fig,2.1a,b)o He obtained sedimentation coefficients compatible with 

experimental results ot different suporhelix densities, by appropriate choice 

of pitch and suporhelix radius, etc. However, in this approach a number of 

different dimensions for suporhelical molecules predict the same sedimen

tation coefficients and tho method bocomes inaccurato ah low supcrhelix 

densities whnii the molecules are obviously not rigid. As noted by Upholt 

et at, (1971), these theoretical difficulties are not surprising, given the 

nature of the problem. This is to describe these long chain molecules by
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superposing sorno degree of order on the special disorder induced by thermal 

energy. In fact it now appears (Upholt ot al, , 1071) that tho sodimen- 

tatinn coefficient is not a particularly sensitive measure of conformation 

change in those molecules. These workers have investigated the behaviour 

of tho sedimentation coefficient of Sl/40 native viral DNA (mol, wt, 3 x 10^)

PM2 DNA (mol, wt, 6 x 10^), over a large range of suporhelix density and as a

function of tormporature, ionic strength and counter-ion. As indicated by 

Doan & Lebowitz (1971) and Uang (1969a) there appears to be more than one 

phase to the plot of sedimentation coefficient against suporhelix density; 

in fact there appear to be at least 3 phases in going from o- “-0,085 to

O' - 0 (fig, 1,3), Because of tho inadequacies, out-lined above, of the

existing theories for calculating sedimentation coefficients, Upholt ot al, 

wore forced to rely on electron micrographs for correlation of sedimentation 

coefficients with molecular conformations. As discussed above correlation 

betiijoen electron micrographs and soluLion structure must bo made cautiously.

The attraction of olectron microscopy and ultracentrifugation is the relatively 

small amounts of material necessary; otherwise, for examination of the 

molecular conformation of these molecules, other techniques seem better.

In particular, light scattering offers a means of obtaining a mol. wt., a 

root-mean-squareradius and a simple light interference pattern for these 

molecules (see, for example, Geiduschok & Holtzer, 1958), The last two 

results are direct measures of molecular conformation. It was obviously of 

interest, therefore, to perform light scattering experiments on ^ XI74-RFIDNA 

(mol. wt, 3,4 X in̂ ’) at various superholix densities and rieduce the structures 

tbat are i.mp 1 inrl,

1,3, 4

RELAXED CIRCULAR DNA, FORM II

The results obtainable from a conformational analysis of ^ XI74-RFII DNA 

are important for two reasons. Firstly, circular DNA molecules are widely 

found (sen section 1,3,5) whnro whole naturally occurring DNA molecules ore 

examinable. It is obviously necessary to characterise these molecules with 

respect to their physical properties, in order to be better able to attempt
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to invnstigotn thnir biologicol significancn, o.g» thnir modos of replication 

and transcription. Secondly, j/ X174-RFII DNA is a vory suitable moloculo, 

by virtue of its sizo (mol. wt. 3.4 x 10^) and its optical isotropy in 

solution, for investigation of tho general conformational properties of all 

DNA molecules by light scattering, which, in theory, is a very powerful tool 

for this. A quantitative understanding of those properties is nocossary for 

any thermodynamic calculations with respect to DNA packaging, speeds and mode; 

of replication and transcription, as for instance attempted by Gray & Hearst 

(1060).
Recent theories of the solution behaviour of native DNA have treated 

it as a worm-like coil (Kratky & Porod, 1949) and have characterised it by 

the mol. wt., M , tho excluded volume parameter e (Bloomfield & Zimm, 1966; 

Peterlin, 195S), the persistence length (Kratky & Porod, 1949; Flory

I960) or the Kuhn statistical length l/l(«uhn, 1936, 1939), which are measurer 

of the longitudinal stiffness of tho DNA molecule, and the hydrodynamic 

diameter, d, of the double helix. The last three are assumed independent 

of the source of the DNA and to depend only on solution conditions.

Examination of results from sedimentation velocity and viscosity (Gray 

et al., 1967; Sharp & Bloomfield, 195Sa,b; Ullman, 1968; Hearst et al., 

196Ga,b; Bloomfield, 1968; Hays et al., 1969; Triobel et al., 1971) shows 

that at room temperature, neutral pH and ionic strength about 0.2, the values 

1/.I. : OBnm, e - 0.11, d - 2.7nm seom fairly well accepted, for ordinary 

linear DNA. Also, Harrington (197D) has estimated 1 - 93nm from flow

birefringence.

The situation with regard to light scattering is less satisfactory.

It has been understood for several years now that molecular weights for large 

DNA molecules (M > 6 x 10^), extrapolation from 3D° to D° would lead to 

values of M which were approximately half the actual value (Froolich et al., 

Harps t ot al., ief)H)„ I loiunver, despite experimental improvements, 

the results for tho conformational parameters of DNA from light scattering 

still show little uniformity, in particular with respect to 1 /%'. Estimates 

for this vary from 40nm to 350 nm (Geiduschek & Holtzer, 1958; Sharp &



Bloomfield, lOüOb; Hays ot al., 1969; Eisanbarg, 1969; Jennings & Plummer,

1970), Those results and the discrepancy with results from hydrodynamic ex

periments have been critically examined by Sharp & Bloomfield (1960b) and 

Schmid et al,, (1971). The conclusions drawn wore, firstly, that experiments 

with low angle instruments (down to 10°) and largo homogeneous DNA molecules 

such as T7 DNA (mol. wt, 25 x 1 d '̂’) ( Harpst et al., I960) were inaccurate as they 

still entailed too large an extrapolation to zero angle; that is, experiments 

at still lower angles were necessary. Schmid et al. (1971) and Zimm (1940) 

have estimated that extrapolation to G° is satisfactory only from values of 

PB" ^ 1.3, or P0  ̂= 1,3 for a Berry plot (Berry, 1966), where PG is the par

ticle scattering factor, equal to 1 at 0°. Secondly, the use of DNA samples 

highly degraded by sonication (mol, wt, 5GB ,DDOapprox.) examined only at 

angles of 30° and greater (Cohon & Eisonberg, 1966) has been criticised for 

ignoring anisotropy effects, which occur with small rod-like DNA molecules 

(hJeill et al. , 1968).

/ X174-RFII DNA is small and circular. It snems likely, therefore, that 

correct extrapolation to B could ho made and also that anisotropy would be 

negligible so that meaningful light scattering experiments could be performed. 

Comparison of the results with predicted scattering envelopes for various 

values of 1/Aand B should then give accurate values of these parameters from 

light scattering. This is more accurate than calculating 1/A from the root- 

mean-square radius, which has a moderate error when obtained from the initial 

slope of the Zimm plot (Zimm, 1948), There has been one examination of relaxed 

circular DNA by light scattering (Dawson & Harpst, 1971) using A DNA^ mol. wt. 

31 - 33 X 10,' This therefore suffers from some of the inaccuracies discussed 

above and also circular \  DNA is normally contaminated with linear and cireu- 

larily aggregated forms. No attempt îjas made to estimate 1 otc, Nevertheless 

it would be interesting to compare the results of light scattering from XI74- 

RFII DNA with their results, and analyse those for 1 Aland G,

Therefore, in the experiments unith / X174-RFII DNA, tho molecular weight,
_

root-mean-square radius and behaviour of P0 have been investigated. A 

theoretical PB  ̂ curve for different scattering angles 8 has been calculated,

m e:orporating terms for 1 Aland G . This has been compared with the expert-
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mental result for various values ofi /^and e , to estimate values of these 

parameters.

1.3.5

OCCURRENCE, BIOLOGICAL AND BIOPHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CIRCULAR DNA

1.3.5.1

OCCURRENCE

Circular DNA molecules now seem extremely common and widely distributed in 

nature. In bacteria, tho bacterial chromosome is apparently circular 

(Cairns, 1963; Jacob & Wollman, 1957); in addition, bacterial plasmid 

and opisomal (Jacob & Wellman, 1961) DNA seems universally circular.

Examples are coligenic factors (Bazaral & Helinski, 1958; Carlton &

Helinski, 1969; Roth & Helinski, 1967; Lee & Davidson, 1968), sox factors 

(Friofolder, 1968a,b,c), R-factors (Rush ot al., 1969; Cohon & Miller, 1969) 

defective phage genomes (Motsubara & Kaiser, 1968; Rush ot al., 19u9) , 

trypanosnmal kinotoplasts (Riou & Paolottl, 1967; Riou & Dolain, 1969) 

and various examples with obscure functions (Cezzarolli ot al., 1968).

Also, for all bacteriophages where DNA intermediates have heen sufficiently 

characterised, the genome appears to go through a circular stage (Helinski 

& Clowell, 1971; Thomas ot al., 1968).

In eukaryotic systems, circular DNA is also widespread, A small 

DNA fragment from calf thymus DNA has been shown to have "sticky ends" like 

phage X DNA (Thomas ot al., 1970). Mitochondrial DNA seems universally 

circular (son Nass, 19; ,9 ; Borst & Kroon, 1969 for reviews) and new instances 

are continually being demonstrated, e.g. in Neurnspnra crassa mitochondria 

(Clayton & Bramble, 1972). Chloroplast DNA, although not so well character

ised, seems to be circular too (Kirk, 1971). Another instance of eukar

yotic circular DNA is in boar sperm (Hotta & Bassel, 1965). A number of 

animal viruses have circular genomes including, as mentioned in Section 1.2, 

the oncogenic viruses polyoma, SV40, human and rabbit papilloma, and bovine 

papilloma (i.ang et al., 1967), plus a largo number of tho adenovirus group 

(Smith, 19u5).
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A largo number of the above-mentioned DNA molecules are known to exist 

in tho supereoiled form I, and it seems likely that the rest do also.

1.3.5.2

BIOLOGICAL. SIGNIFICANCE

It is evident that merely because of its ubiquity, circular DNA must 

be thoroughly characterised as part of the total explanation of its functions 

and modes of accomplishing these. However, circular DNA has also been 

heavily implicated in the crucial processes of transcription and replication 

in a number of systems. Observations with respect to transcription have 

been made on phage /\ , where circularity has been shown to bo nocossary for 

transcription of both late (Herskowitz & Signer, 1970) and early (Pilarski 

& Egan, 1972) genes. In addition, it has been shown that the DNA duplex 

is transcribed asymmetrically, and presumably more specifically, by E. coli 

RNA polymerase in vitro, from the supereoiled form I of / X174-RF DNA 

(Hayashi et al. , 1964; Wamaar et al,, 1969) and SI/4G DNA (Uestphal, 1970).

In SV40 DNA, at least, this property of the DNA is apparently conferred only 

by the topology of the molecule as form II is not assymmotrically trans- 

scribed. Finally, in phage fd-RFT DNA, there appear to be three specific 

initiation sites for E. coli RNA polymerase (Sugiara ot al., 1969).

As previously noted in Section 1,3,5.1 all bacteriophage genomes seom 

to be circularised at some stage of their replication cycle (Helinski & 

Clowell, 1971). This has been shown, for example, in detail for vegetative 

phage X replication, where circularity is required (Tomizawa & Ogawa, 1968; 

Schnbs & Inman, 1970). A major source of information on replication of 

circular DNA has been electron micrographs (and autoradiographs) of replic

ating DNA molecules. Two models seem acceptable for this process, the 

"swivel" model (Cairns, 1963) and tho rolling circle model (Gilbert &

Dressier, 1968). Electron micrographs and autoradiographs with branched 

structures suggesting both models have accumulated. The swivel mechanism 

seems to occur in replication of E. co1i DNA (Cairns, 1963), mycoplasma DNA 

( Hode & HorowiL/:, 19(i7), ear I y X DNA ( Cclinds & Inman, 197(1) , polyoma DNA 

(llirt, 1969), 8U4Ü DNA (Levine ot al., 1970), colic in factor E (inselburg
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& Fuke, 1970) and mitochondrial DMA (Kirnchnar ot al., 1968). Tho rolling 

circJ.o Goorno to occur with ^ X174-RF DNA (Droalor & Wolfoon, 1970), Ml 3 DMA 

(Ray, 1960), lato A  DMA (Kigor & Sinohcimor, 1971), phago PM2 DINA (Espojo 

et al., 1971), P2 DNA (Schnoo & Inman, 1971), T4 DNA (Altman & Lnrman, 197D) 

922 DNA (Oolstoin & Matz, 1970), and placmid DNA of E. coli 1ST (tco & 

Davidson, 1970).

It is relevant to note here the w protein of Wang (1971) which induces 

a type of Cairns swivel into supereoiled A  DNA, reducing the number of super

coils, then reseals the presumably broken strand of DNA. Thin in obviously

of interest in considering replication and transcription. A number of

proteins similar in property to w have been isolated, though not all of them 

reseal the DNA molecule when removed from tho DNA (Clewell & Helinski, 

197na,b; Helinski & Clewell, 1970; Kline & Helinski, 1971; Champoux & 

Dulbecco , 1972).

A detailed mechanism of initiation of DNA synthesis on the basis of 

genetic and other results has been proposed by Dross (1972). In this DNA 

replication is primed by a small specific amount of RNA synthesis with 

membrane bound, form I X DNA as template. DNA synthesis then proceeds a 

short way along the parental molecule until the resulting untwisting of tho 

DNA duplex has induced a number of tertiary supertwists which block further 

synthesis, DNA replication proper will not proceed until signalled by the 

arrival of a complex including a w-type untwisting protein. This model 

suggests a specific topological role for supercoiling in DNA and leads to a 

consideration of the D-Ioops found by Dorst and co-workers in chick mito

chondria supereoiled DNA (Ter Scheggot & Dorst, 1971a,b; Ter Dchegget et al.

1971) and by Kasamatsu et al., (I97l) in cultured mouse b cell mitochondria. 

These D-loops are sections of supereoiled DNA molecules (mol, tut. 1G x 10^

approx.) where the duplex strands part and asmall portion of single stranded
g

DNA (mol, wt. T5 x ID' approx.) hydrogen bonds to one strand. This could 

luiMiaW \/al) Ly ho au i n l.nrinnfl i a ho in a rep I i cat i on i n:i i afw on sohotiin, similar 

to that proposed ioy Dross for X DNA.



Reviews of DNA replicatien (Roulinn, 1971) and initiation of replication 

(l.ark, 1969) are available.

Finally, suporcoiled DNA (but not necessarily circular) has been invoked 

as a virus packaging method (Kilkson & Maestro, 1962) as structural (Pardon 

et al., 1967; Luzzati & Nicolaieff, 1963) and as functional (Crick, 1971; 

Sutton, 1972) units in terms of gene regulation methods (Britten & Davidson, 

1969) in higher cells.. Stahl (1962) has also proposed a chromosome model 

involving circular DNA units.

1.3.3.3

BIOPHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Supereoiled DNA is of interest for other reasons apart from its direct 

biological significance. It reflects, because of tho topological restraints 

exorcised on it, effects on the secondary structure, in tertiary structure 

changes (see Section 1.3.1). This means that secondary structure changes 

with changes in environment can bo followed using such woll tried techniques 

as ultracentrifugation, viscosity and light scattering which aro otherwise 

insensitive to secondary structure changes.

The most obvious example is that of intercalating dyes; these wore 

originally used in conjunction with ultracentrifugation to estimate the degree 

of supnrtwist-i ng in form I molecules (sen Section 1,3.1). However, the 

reverse has also been done and tho behaviour of supercoils in the presence 

of drug molecules used to determine if the drug molecules intercalate 

(Waring, 1970). Also, estimates of the effect of temperature, ionic strength 

nn supereoiled DNA and hence on secondary structure in general have been 

made (Wang, 1969a; Upholt ot al., 1971). It is notable that of the tech

niques used normally as secondary structure probes, only X-ray diffraction 

has been capable of this degree of quantitative resolution; however, this 

technique only examines discrete fibre forms, which are not in solution.

X-ray scattering should in principle ho nblo to give this type of information, 

but there have lieen problems in experimental practice and treatment of results 

(see, for example, Eisonberg & Cohen, 1969). C.D. or O.R.D., hydrogen ex

change, n.m.r. and thermal melting do not give this type of experimental



result. Thus supereoiled DNA is a powerful means of examining aspects of 

DNA secondary structure.



Table 1.1

THE MAJOR STRUCTURAL PARAl^IETERS EOR LOULLE-HELICAL MCLEIC 
ACIDS

These parameters come from X-ray diffraction studies on 
nucleic acid fibres. The informationis taken from Yang & 

Samejima (1$69) &nd Arnott (1970). A, B, and C refer to the 
three major fibre structures for DMA known, and the helix 
pitch is given in nm.
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Table 1.1

A B C DMA-EKA RMA
helix pitch 2.82 5 .57 3.10 2.80 5.05

residues/
turn 11 10 9 .5 3 11 10-11

inclination 
of bases to 
horizontal 
(helix axis 
vertical)

20° 2° 6° 20° 15°
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Fig. 1.1

REPRESENTATION OF A SUPERCOILED DNA AND ITS UNWINDING

Here the single black line represents the DNA duplex. Initially all naturally 

occurring DNA molecules are supereoiled the one way, generally thought to be 

negative, as in the first structure. As the DNA duplex is unwound slowly, as 

in this case by intercalating dye molecules, the superturns also unwind as in 

the second structure until an open circular form is reached in the third structure, 

At any point in this process a single break in either of the duplex strands 

allows the molecule to relax immediately to a form equivalent to the third 

structure, disregarding the amount of dye bound.

Quantitation of these effects is dealt with in Section 1.3.3.1.
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Fig. 1.2

HYPOTHETICAL STRUCTURES FOR VARIOUS FORMS OF SUPERCOILED DNA OF 12 SUPERHELICAL 

TURNS

(a) Rigid straight intsruound supsrhslix;

(b) toroid;

(c) two forms of Y-shaped structure, one with all arms the same length, and 

the other with arms of different lengths.
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Fig. 1.3

SCHEME OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE SEDIMENTATION COEFFICIENT OF SUPERCOILED DNA AS A 

FUNCTION OF SUPERHELIX DENSITY, cr

This is based on the results of Upholt et al., (1971) for SV40 DNA (mol. wt,

3.1 X 10^). Similar results were obtained for PM2 and XbZbSc DNA. The curve 

is at least triphasic, possibly quadrophasic. These phases are^delineated approx. 

as follows:

I, below O '  = -0.,035

II from 0 "  = - 0 . .035 to -0.017

III A from O '  = -0,.017 to -0.005

III B from O '  = -0..005 to 0.
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2.1

MATERIALS

2.1.1

BIOLOGICAL

Thn double stranded replicative form of fé X174 bactoriophage DNA was obtained

from infected E. coll C, grown at tho Microbiological Research Establishment,

Ministry of Defence, Porton, Salisbury, Wilts. 20 litre cultures of E. coli
gC in log phase with, typically, a viable bacteria count of A,66 x 10 were 

infected with ^ XI74 bacteriophage. After two minutes 700 ml of chloram

phenicol (D( -) -threo-2,2-c)ichloro-N-f/9-hydroxy-<'<'-(hyriroxymethyl) -p-nitrophonyl) 

acetamide) were added to the culture in a small volume, and the bacteria 

harvested after 45 min by cooling to h°C and centrifugation. This gave 

typically 200g, iiiet weight of bacteria per culture. The bacteria were 

stored frozen at -QO°C.

2 . 1 . 2  

CHEMICAL

2 .1 . 2.1

CHEMICALS AND OIOCHEMICALS

All chemicals unless otherwise stated were Anala R grade reagents obtained 

from British Drug Houses l.td., Poole, Dorset, England. Propiriium iodide 

(p i) . (5,n-diamino-5-dicthylamino-propyl-0-phonyl phennnthridium di-iodide),

A grade and ethidium bromide wore obtained from Calbiochem, I os Angeles, 

California 90054, U.S.A. Caesium chloride for analytical centrifugation 

was optical grade obtained from the Harshaw Chemical Co., 6001 Cochran Road, 

Solon, Ohio 44139, U.S.A. Caesium chloride for preparative gradients was 

AnalaR grade obtained from Hopkin % Williams Ltd., Chadwell Heath, Essex, 

England. Dowex 50-w-XO (No) cation exchanger was obtained from British

Drug Houses Ltd. Dialysis tubing was Visking, obtained from tho Scientific 

Instrument Centre Ltd., 1 Loeko Street, London, U.C.1; before use, it was 

helled for hen minutes successively in 2̂ o (w/v) Na^CO^, 1^ (w/v) Na^EDTA 

and distilled water. Ludox colloidal silica suspension was a gift from 

f.I. Du Pont do Nemours & Co. inc., Wilmington, Delaware 19S9B, U.S.A.
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Bovine panerons RNaso (B.C. 2.7.7,16) and calf thymus (CT) DIMA were obtained 

from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missouri 6311S, U.S.A. Sephadex G-10D 

was obtained from Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden. Proflavine 

hemi-sulphato (PF), (3,6-diamino acridinium monohydrogen sulphate) was re- 

crystallised twice from distilled water before use,

2,1 .2 . 2

SOLUTIONS AND BUFFERS

All solutions wero mado up using distilled water. OPES was GmM-Na^HPO^^— 

2mM-NaH2pO^~1mM-Na2EDTA-0.179M-NaCl, pH 6,0 (Krasna & Harpst, 1064).

2 X SSC was n.SM-NaCl-O.nSM-Na^ citrate, pH 7. EDTA/sDS was 1SmM-Na^EDTA- 

0.02S^(w/v) Na dodecyl sulphate, pH B, The buffers for calibration of the 

pH meter were as follows: pH 10, pH 7 Beckman standard buffers, obtained

from Beckman Instruments Ltd., Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland; pH 12.63, 2 

parts of a solution of 7.505g glycine, 5,B5g NaCl per litre bo B parts 

0,1 N NaOH; pH 9.9S5, 6 parts to 4 parts respectively of the same solutions. 

The last two recipes were obtained from the International Critical Tables 

(1926a) and all pH values apply at 2S^C. The bulk solution for analytical 

band sedimentation was 2.BM-CsCl—SmM-Na phosphate buffer —ImM-Na EDTA, 

pH 7.5.
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2.2

METHODS

2 . 2.1

PREPARATION OF / X174-RF DNA

This was prepared from infected E.coli C fallowing the method of Rush et al. 

(1967). All solutions and materials were autoclaved, if possible, and all 

manipulations were kept as sterile as possible.

20g of bacteria were thawed in EDTA/sDS, 12 ml/g, and the pH raised 

to 12.4 by careful addition of IN-NaOH, with continuous stirring. The 

solution was kept at pH 12.4 for 3 min, then lowered to pH 7-0, still 

stirring continuously, with IN-HCl. The pH was monitored with a PHM526 

digital pH meter, from Radiometer a/s , Emdrupvej 72, DK 2400, Doponhagen NU, 

Denmark, equipped with type G202B glass electrode and typo K401 KCl electrode. 

Tho solution was centrifuged at 15000g (10,000 r.p.m.) in the 6 x 250 ml head 

of an MSE 10 centrifuge (RISE Ltd., London, England) for 10 min at 4°C, the 

precipitate discarded, tho supernatant heated to BO°G in a water bath, and 

a previously boiled solution of RNaso, Img/ml in distilled water added to a 

concentration of 10/ig/ml approx. The solution iiias rocentrifuged at 15000g 

for 10 min and the supernatant reduced to about ROOml by flash evaporation 

at 3n°D„ The solution was then applied to a 5 x 90cm column of Sephadex 

G-100 and eluted with 2 x SSC at a flow rate of 0.5-1.Oml/min at 0°D. The 

void volume, containing only large DNA molecules, was collected. This was 

then run batchwise through a 2.5 x 40cm column of collulnso nitrate, which 

had been ground in a blonder in ethanol: 2 x SSC 1:1, and equilibrated

witfi 2 X SSC. The eluent i-/as collected and contained only ^ X174-RF DNA.

The percentage of RET varied from 6(1̂  ̂to 90^. From 2Dg of bacteria, the 

yield was usually 4-5mg of DNA. RFI and II were separated by equilibrium 

sedimentation in a solf-forming caesium chloride - PI or ED gradient (Hudson 

et al. , 1967) in 5/3 x 3” cellulose nitrate tubes in the TiSD fixed angle 

head for a Spinco model I nr L-2 u1tracnntrifuge (manufactured by Spinco 

Division, Dockman Instruments, inc., Palo Alto, California) at 43,ODD r.p.m., 

12n/inng (r̂ ^̂  -= S.Ocm) at 1 h^D, for 36b. The gradient solutions worn mado up
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as follows, or in tho same proportions: EG gradients, 4.5g CsCl, 4.6ml DIMA

solution (30-300pg/ml), 0.2ml ED solution (3mg/ml) adjusted to n^^ - 1.389, 

sp.gr. 1.3873; P.Î gradients, 4.5g EcCl, 4ml DIMA solution (30-300pg/ml), 1.25ml 

PI solution (2mg/ml) adjusted to n̂ '̂  - 1.383, sp.gr. 1.5221. Tho gradients 

were harvested by puncturing tho bottom of tho tubes with a narrow-bore 

needle and collecting the two bands batchwise, by visual inspection. The 

PI or EG was removed by passage through a 2.5 x 4Dcm column of Dowox-50 

equilibrated with BPES; this suffices for an B tube harvest. The DIMA was 

assayed for residual dye by a fluorescent assay, the calibration curves for 

iirhich are shown in Fig» 2.1, which was capable of detecting down to 0.01yUg/ml 

of dye. Emission and absorption wavelengths used wore (i23nm and 305nm 

respectively. The two forms, in particular PEI, iiiorc assayed for contami

nation by the other'form or any other DIMA by band sedimentation as specified 

in Bection 2.2.3.1. This is estimated to assay down to 3/ contamination of 

RFI with RFII.

2.2.2
LIGHT SCATTERING

2.2.2.1

INSTRUMENTATION

The lighh scattering experiments were performed on a EICA 50 photogonio- 

riiffusometer, manufactured by FICA, F-78 Le Mesnil-St. Denis, Yvelines,

France, using unpolarised incident light at 546nm.

2.2.2.2 
CALTDRATION

The instrument was originally designed for use by polymer chemists and the 

sample sits in a benzene vat, so that tho refractive index correction for 

the volume "seen" by the photomultiplier should he n^(benzene)/n^^( coltttion) , 

for solutions of refractive index Iz 1.45 (Hermans & Levinson, 1951;

Uillmoyer, 1945; FICA, Introductory Manual, 1970); the instrument is 

equipped with a glass standard, calibrated with respect to the Rayleigh ratio 

of benzene. However, for solutions with n / 1.45 certainly and perhaps 

for all c.nluhinns, usi ng the manufacturer’s cylindrical cells, this correction
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rlnns not hold, hncaiisn thn renn.i\/nr now nnnms to "non” post thn ndgnn of tho

primnry boom (Hermans & Levinson, 1051). Various other analyses of this

problem have appeared (Drico, Haliwer & Spoiser, 1050; Carr & Zimm, 1050;

Edsall ot al., 1050; Donnelycke & Dandliker, 1950; Stacy & Arnett, 19u4;

Hardy & Ponin, 1932; Wallace ot al. , 1972). It was not clear initially

which, if any, of these should be applied to our instrument. Since then

documentation of this problem has appeared and it now seems the correction
2

is intermediate between n ' and n (Wallace ot al., 1972),

At first attempts wore made to determine the correction factor experi

mentally by determining the apparent Rayleigh ratios of a number of pure 

liquids of known refractive indices and Rayleigh ratios, at 54dnm. The 

literature values were obtained from work of Cohen & Eisonberg (1965),

Coumou (1960), Coumou & Mackor (1964), Coumou ot al,(1964), Goring & Napier 

(1954) and Kraut & Dandliker (1955). The organic liquids were dried, 

distilled and passed over silica gel to remove fluorescent contaminants, and 

redistilled. Water was distilled over potassium permanganate and redistilled 

The liquids wore finally clarified by passage through 0.22u pore size GS 

Millipore filters (from Millipore (U.K.) l.td,, Abbey Road, Park Royal,

London N.W.10 7SP) or Sartorius membrnn filters (from Sartorius, 34 Gottingen, 

West Germany). The results are shown in Eig. 2.2. There are, however, a 

number of rather large errors involved in this experiment : (a) the large 

uncertainty in literature values nf the Rayleigh ratios for most of these 

liquids; (b) the difficulty in measuring accurately the small light inten

sif i. e s scattered by pure .1 i quids ; (c) the rlifficulty in ohtaining ah sol utely

pure li quids, free of fluorescent contaminants. Therefore the correction 

iiias not considored accurate enough.

Conical colls wore then designed according to a verbal description by
2tho EICA instrument designer. These wore intended to moke the "n "

correction applicable to a solution with n/1.44 and were manufactured by

Messrs. Parr & Gtroud Ltd., Anninsland, Glasgow, Scotland; those are shown
2in Eig, 2.3, They reducfnl the deviation from the 11 correct: 1 no rvimeijjhat and



had him mnr.it nf reducing the cample v/o]ume required from 5m 1 to under 3ml,

so they were retained in the rest of tho work.

The instrument and colls were finally calibrated using an aqueous sus

pension of Ludox colloidal silica, thus avoiding all but very small refractive

index corrections. Tho calibration constant, C, is given by C.d(90) : R(90) =

(3/15 )(2,303a/p) for unpolarised incident light (McIntyre, 1954; Stacey,

1956) where S(90) is the observed excess instrument reading corresponding to 

the scattering from a calibrating solution at 90°, R(90) is the Rayleigh ratio 

and A is the optical absorbance measured in a cell of length Pern at the same 

wavelength usod in scattering measurements. Precautions previously recom

mended were taken (Dezelic & Kratohvil, 1960; Kratohvil ot al. , 1952).

The stock Ludox suspension was centrifuged at 47,000g for 30 min prior to use 

and all suspensions were in SGmM-IMaCl. Absorbances wore measured in a 

Cary 15 spectrophotometer in 10cm pathlength cells enclosed in a temperature 

control led black I'lox at 25°C i 0.1 °C with slits at either end. These were 

then comparer) i.jith the readings in tho light scattering instrument with 

respect to an arbitrary fixed reading for tho glass standard. The Ludox 

suspensions wore filtered through 0.45u pore size Millipore filters or 

Sartorius mombran filters. The dissymetry was never greater than 1.05 but 

always existed as previously reported (Harpst et al., 1968a; Dezelic & 

Kratohvil, 1960). The Ludox had no depolarisation as measured by tho hori

zontally and vertically polarised components of scattered light at 90°, 

using polarisation filters supplied with the instrument.. The calibration 

constant was obtained by three methods : (a) direct comparison nf A and

0(90); (b) the extrapolation method of Goring ot al,, (1957); (c) the

extrapolation method of Maron & Lnij (1954); (b) and (c) are shown in Figs.

2.4 and 2.5, These gave calibration constants which agreed to within 2%, 

which compares well with the uncertainty in the Rayleigh ratio of benzene - 

the standard for the manufacturer's original calibration. The best values 

of this are between 15.5 x 10 and 16 x 10 at 546nm (Kratohvil ot al., 

(1962). When tho sensitivity of the instrument was changed from calibration 

conditions, the calibration constant was changed in proportion to the change



in tho glass standard reading,. UJhon the glass standard road 47, 

c n.2B2 X inT^.

The cylindrical cells originally supplied did not require correction 

for changes in the scattering volume seen by the receiver at different 

angles, apart from thn usual sin Q/(1 -j- c o s^Q) factor, at least from 30° to 

150°. For the conical cell, however, this was not so and was corrected 

for using a fluorescence correction method described by Harpst ot al. (l9GBa)

Qolutions of fluorescein (9-(O-carhoxyphenyl-O-hydroxy-S-l50-xanthnnane

disodium salt), 5,ug/ml or less in 50mM-NaCl, 0.02/ (w/v) wore illuminated

by light at 435nm, and the scattered light intercepted by a Corning sharp cut

off glass filter no. 3-60, glass no, 3484, obtained from Precision Optical 

Instruments (Fulham) Ltd., 150 Fulham Palace Road, l.ondon, W-.0. This filter 

transmits no light at 436nm but does at 540nm, thus only fluorescence reaches 

tho receiver, and this is of uniform intensity in all directions. For 

fluorescence, therefore, the quantity i(0) sin 0 should be independent of 0, 

the angle of examination, where i(0) is the fluorescent intensity instrument 

reading. The correction for the volume seen by the receiver at different 

angles is obtained by calculating the \/alue of the constant required to 

normalise readings to the 90° value, as this was the angle at which cali

bration ll/as performed. Thus 5(0) - i(nn)/i( 0)sin ç , t/hoTo i s the ô?"rrali:

ation factor at angle 0. The values obtained are shown in Fig. 2-6.

For calculating the absolute value of R(Q) which is equivalent 

theoretically to r^l(0)/Lo(l c cns^O), whore r is the distance of the 

receiver from the scattering centre, l(0) the scattered intensity at angle 

0 and I..Q the incident intensity per unit volume, the formula is RO - 

(G - 0(q).0(0).sinn)/( 1 + cos^O) whore 0(0) is tho excess instrument reading 

for scattered intensity at angle 0.

The light scattering experiments wore plotted in terms of tho quantity 

Kc/r Q, whore K - 2x^0^/dn/dc) ̂ /l\l, c the concentration; here n is tho 

refractive index nf tho solvent, dn/dn the refractive index incroment at 

constant chemical potential, X  the wavelength of light used in vacuo, H 

A\/ngadro’s number. All quantities are in cgs system. When n :■ 1.334



and dn/ric  ̂ 0.1 dn ( sen Sncbion 2-2-2»7) !< - 1-807 x 10

2 . 2 - 2.3

OLARTFIOATTON

Clarification of DNA solutions has been previously attained in three different 

biays: (n) centrifugation (Reichmann et al-, 1953)3 (b) dust extraction by

an immiscible organic solvent (Bernardi, 1904; Froelich et ol-, 1963);

(e) filtration through absolute membrane filters (Harpst et al-, 1958b;

Cohen & Fisonborg, 1965)- I chose filtration as the most convenient- All

solutions and solvents were filtered through 0«45u Millipore filters or 

Sartorius membranfliters ; the nolrtions were pushed through filters held in 

Swinnex 25 polypropylene filter holders obtained from Millipore (U-K-) Ltd-, 

by hand operated syringes of various sizes, up to 50ml- All manipulations 

iijoro carried out on a Model TM36 Horizontal Laminar Flow Clean Dench, obtained 

from Gelman-Haiiikslcy Ltd», 12 Peter Road, Lancing, Sussex, England, wearing 

washed disposable triflex gloves- This bench removes all dust particles 

from the bench atmosphere dobjn to 0-5u- The following procedure was nor

mally folloi'jed- Initially a cell and its teflon top were soaked in cone 

nitric acid for approx- 10 min- The top was then thoroughly rinsed and the 

cell I,joshed out six times I'jith filtered distilled water - The cell was then 

considered ready for use » For each solution placed in the cell, the filters 

were washed through witli approx - 1 DGml solvent or t,inter, as appropriate- 

The cell t'jas washed once with filtered water, twice luith filtered sol\/ent and 

left full nf solvent the second time- The cell i,;os then rapidly emptied, 

the solution injected through a filter, and tho top, washed with filtered 

solvent, placed on the cell- The cell was then placed in the holder and 

transferred to the instrument after drying and polishing the external surface 

of tho cell with lens tissue. The concentration measurements wore made sub

sequently- For experiments with RFI DNA tho filters wore pro-outoclaved in 

holders to minimise DNA breakdown -



2. 2. 2.4

TREATMENT RE SOLUTIONS

In all experiments, the initial solution was dialysed to equilibrium and 

constant chemical potential (CassassaS; Eisonberg, 1964) for at least 1Gh 

against tho required solvent solution at room temperature. The experiment 

was then performed using the diffusate as solvent for dilutions.

2.2.2-5

TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENT

Temperature control was achieved with tho system fitted to the instrument.

□uc to difficulties in exact replication of experimental temperatures, these 

varied by up to + 0.3°C for different concentrations at nominally the some 

temperatures. This was not considered important- Eiilutionc were made 

at room temperature and the solutions heated up and cooled down in the 

scattering cell. This had to be performed carefully to avoid introducing 

dust into the scattering solutions. This was checked by reading the 

solution at room temperature after reading at higher temperatures. Con

centration measurements wore mado at room tnmperaturn and corrected to the 

temperature of scattering for water expansion (Fig. 2.7). The refractive 

indices of BPES at various temperatures at 546nm wore measured using an Abbe 

refractometer, manufactured by Bellingham & Stanley Ltd., London, England, 

and the temperature was controlled by circulating water with a Haake thermo

static pump (Rebruder-Haake K.R., 1 Berlin 46, Siemenstrosso 27). The 

required refractive indices were road off the resulting plot (Eig, 2.8).

As the cell holder is metal, and in contact with the metal frame of the 

instrument, the temperature of the benzene bath does not correspond exactly 

to that of the cell contents, above and below room temperature (22°C approx.) 

because of heat conduction. All results were corrected for this effect 

from the temperature correction plot (Eig. 2.8).

2.2.2.6
PRUFLAVINE TITRATION EXPERIMENTS

Light scattering experiments wore performed at various values of r , tho 

number of moles dyo bound/moles nucleotide. The approximate desired value



of r iiJHG nchiovnd by adjusting the buffer for dialysis to the corresponding 

frno dye concentration? equilibrating the previously dye-free sample for Oh, 

exchanging the huffor and dialysing for at least dOh at room temperature in 

the dark, to achieve complete oguililTriiim, The dialysis tubing absorbed 

fairly large amounts of PF tiut this did not affect the experiment. The 

filters for clarification also absorbed large amounts of dye, and had to be 

equilibrated firstly with at least 150ml of diffusate and then, for the 

sample filter several passages of the DNA solution. Even so there wore 

sometimes small unpredictable absorptions and desorptions of dyo, so every 

scattering solution was analysed spectrophotomotrically as described in

Section 2.2.4.5 for dye binding and DNA concentration.

That the experiments were not distorted by fluorescence is shown by 

the fact that the mol, wt, of X17/|RF DNA in those experiments was the same 

as in other experiments, also no fluorescence was visible,

2.2.2,7

REFRACTIVE INDEX INCREMENT

In all experiments except the PE experiment the value of n,166ml/g for dn/dc 

of DMA in PPE5 (Krnsna, 1P7D) was used, which does not change significantly 

iijith temperature. For the PF experiments dn/dc i-jas determined at different 

values of r using CT-DNA, dialysnd to equilibrium for more than 4Oh in PPES, 

with added PF, The experiments wore performed on a Priee-Phoenix differen

tial refractnmeter (Phoenix Precision Instrument Co,, 38013-05 North 5th St,, 

Philadelphia 40, Pa,, 1J,S,A,) which has heen described by Orica & HaJwer

(1051), calibrated iijlth NaCl solutions as described in the manual. This
-3ga\/e a value of the calibration constant, K, of 0,0210 x 10 , where

An - K Ad; An is the difference in refractive index between a solution

and its solvent, and Ad is the total slit image displacement (solvent zero 

corrected) at 25 0.1^C using unpolarised light at 545nm, Tho temperature

was controlled by a Haake thermostatic pump. Dye binding and DNA concen

trations woro determined by spectrophotomotric analyses as described in 

Oectinn 2,2,4»3, A range of four DNA concentrations (00~600;jq/ml approx.) 

iijas used to rietermino dn/dc at r .0, 0.008 and 0.102, while at intermediate
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\/n'luns of r, singln nonnnntrnt.i.ons nf DNA umire unnrL This is shou/n in Fig. 

2.11, In OFFS niono (r -- n )  n vnluo of D.IFFSml/g wns found, in good agree

ment with tho value of Krasna (1970), which was used previously,

2.2.3

ANALYTICAL ULTRACENTRIFUGATION

All experiments were performed using a Oeckman Spinco Model E analytical 

ultracentrifugo equipped with RTIC temperature control unit, photographic u,v, 

optics, and a single cell An-D rotor with 12mm, single sector colls.

Negatives wore analysed with a Beckman Analytrol or, in some casos, a Joyce- 

Loebl microdensitometor, In boundary sedimentation experiments, the 

boundary was taken as the 50/ concentration point,

2.3.3.1

BAND CENTRTFUGATIBN

This I'jas performed before and after light scattering experiments, and at 

other times to check for breakdown or contaminating material uiith a Kol-F 

hand-forming centrepiece at 20 t B.BB^C using the RTIC temperature control 

system, at 394nB r,p,m,, taking 0 min photographs. The cell was usually 

loaded with as much material as conveniently possible (up to 35ul of solution) 

in order to increase sensitivity to contaminants. It was not usually neces

sary to process these photographs in the Analvtrol as \/isiiaI inspection 

seemed as sensitive, or mere so, Typieal analvtrol traces of RFI and RFI 

and II are shoi'jn in Fig, 2,9,

2.2.3.2

PRBFLAVINE AND ETHIDTUM BROMIDE TITRATIONS

These woro performed using boundary sedimentation with Kel-E centrepieces at 

25 1 0,3^C, at 35,600 r,p,m,, taking B min photographs and following the 

methodology of Daring (1970), Tho temperature control system iiias switched 

to indicate after reaching speed to avoid cnnvectinnal disturhanees (Studier, 

19-)5) and thereafter during a run the temperature stayed almost constant,

TTie rotor was heated ho approx, 25^C in a cool oven and allowed to reach 

temperature in the vacuum chamber, before starting a run. In tho EB experi

ment a mixture of 3:1 - RE I:RE 11 in BPES was used, and in the PF experiment



inn/ HFI, For the RFTT snrl.imnntntinn cnnffininnts nrnund the minimum in 

thn Ffl titration, IDO/ RF.TJ iiias used. The prnooriuro iiiao briefly as Follows. 

Measurement of r (moles dye bound/moles nucleotide) wore made as in Section 

2,2.4.2. Two cells were loaded with O.Gml DIMA solution adjusted to an 

absorbance of O.FOn at 2bOnm and woro used alternately. The cells wore 

wei.ghed and one run, while Su 1 of an ED solution at 32,7ug/ml or PE solution

at 44.9,ug/ml in PPES was added to tho other with a 10ui Hamilton syringe.

The addition was checked by weighing and this coll then run, then roweighed 

to check for loss of material, Tho two cells wore then used alternately, 

adding on additional IPul of dye solution each run and chocking for evapor

ation and drug addition errors by weighing. As found by Waring (1970) up

to P runs/coll could easily ho accomplished with a cumulative error of loss

than 2/- Dn each new addition of dye tho coll contents wore mixed idioroughly 

and allowed to equilibrate for at least 45 min at room temperature. The 

sedimentation coefficients obtained were not corrected for buoyancy, to 2n°C 

or extrapolated to zero DIMA concentration as they are all internally consis

tent .

2.2.4

SPECTROPHOTOMETRY

All measurements were made in a Cary 15 spnctrophotom etor (Cary Instruments, 

2724 South Peck Road., Monrovia, California 91016, U.S.A.) at room tempera

ture unless otherwise specified.

2.2.4.1

DNA CONCENTRATIONS

DNA solutions were scanned in 1 cm pathlength micro-cells nr 0.2cm pathlength 

cells from 300 - 230nm. The spectra cf a large nnmher cf different 

/ X174-RF DNA solutions üjero analysed according to the method nf llirschmnn 4 

Felcenfeld (1966) and Felsenfeld (196S) for native DNA spectra. This gives 

the concentration and percentage A-T content from a spectrum. Thus an 

extinction coefficient was obtained using only spectra which correctly pre

dicted the A-T content of / XI 74-RE DNA; the range accepted was 50/ ± 1.5/ 

(Hayashi ot al., 1963). Eor / X174-REI DNA this gave a molar phosphorus



extinction coefficient, G(p) at 260nm of 6415 t 44 (S.D. of i n ) ,  which, using
1 /a monomer equiv/alent uioight of 331 for [\loDI\IA givne nf 193 % 1.3. For

RFIÏ, this gave E(P) of 6425 ± 40 (S.D. of 21), - 104.1 i 1.2. Thus, as

would be expnetnd, there is no dotoctable difference in the u.v. spectra of 

RFI and II. Tho value of G(P) == 6422 ± 42 (S.D. of 31) was used in all 

concentration measurements.

2.2.4.2

DYE niNDIIMR MEASUREMENTS FOR IJLTRAEENTRIFÜGE EXPERIMENT 

Measurements of binding were mado using the formulation of Poacocke &

Skerret (1956) and following tho method of Waring (196531970). For EB^ 

measurements were made on three solutions at 470nm in 5cm pathlength cells 

in a water jacket, thermostated to 25°C ± 0.1°C: (a) BPES, (b) CT DNA at a

concentration Bfinuq/ml in BPES, ( c) / X174-RF DNA, I:II = 3:1, = 0.600

in OPES, Thn EB solution at 32.7ug/ml was added in the same proportions as 

the EB added to the bulk solution in the sedimentation experiment. Thus 

cell (c) mimics conditions in the sedimentation coll, coll (b) gives the 

absorbance if all the dye is hound, and cell (a) gives the absorbances if all 

the dyo is free. The absorbances are plotted out as absorbance against dye 

added and the best line drawn through the points hy eye (Fig. 2.10). The 

dye bound to / X174 DNA is then calculated as follows, Let the total molar 

nucleotide concentration of DNA - Tn, that of EG - Te, the absorbances when 

all the EG is frno and hound be Df and Db respectively. Then when [EDJ = 0,

To - rTn; so |EU] 4- rTn To and D = ( [EB]/ïe)Df + (r,Tn/Te),Db where D is 

the absorbance of tbo I'/hole solution, Thorefore a - r.Tn/To

- (Df - D)/(Df - Db) 

where a is the fraction cf ED hound. Thus r can he obtained for each dye 

concentration, Tho procedure was virtually the same for PF uiith the follow

ing changes: appropriately 100/ RFI was used in coll (c) and the PF solution

added was 44,pug/ml as in the sedimentation experiment; in addition, light 

at 44Pom and 1 cm pathlength cells were iiserl.
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2.2.4.3

PROFLAVINE RINDING AND DNA CONCENTRATIONS IN DIEEERENTIAL REFRACTOFIETRY AND 

LIGHT SCATTERING

HE lilnrli.ng Lo DNA was invest [gated by spectral examination of CT DNA, PF and 

CT DMA plus PF in the visible using a modification and extension of the 

motbnd of Poacocke & Skerret ('1056) and in the u.v, inTPES at room tempera

ture (20 - 23°C) in 1 cm pathlength cells, except where otherwise specified. 

Previous hindi ng experiments indicated no change in experiments conducted in 

this manner from those under strict temperature control at 2S°C. The usual 

procedure was to set up cuvettes with 2.4ml of solution and add 20 - ROyjl 

aliquots of stock PF solution, about 45uo/ml, or BPES as required. Tho 

cuvettes were then sealed with narafilm, mixed by several inversions and 

allowed to equilibrate for Emin. In fact, binding seemed to occur very 

rapidly and the first spectrum it was possible to obtain never altered after 

up tn 2h equilibration. In all these experiments, PF concentrations wore 

found using the well established value of 6 = 4.1 x 1G ̂ for the free dye at

tho maximum at 443 - 444nm (Haugen & Molhuish, 1964; Gorsch & Gordon, 1 PliE ;

Pinko & Poacocke, 1967; Cohen & Eisenberg, 1969). Spectra of free and 

hound PF (i.e. .in a solution of DNA, 1 . R x 10 mole nucleotides/1 approx.) 

from 4nOnm to 490 nm t'jore run first at PF concentrations from 1.34uM to 17.1 pM ;

a DMA blank i-jas Lined for the hound PF and some measurements at lower con

centrations worn made in 0cm pathlengtli colls.

In these experiments and all later ones an isobestic point Lvns observed 

at 4 54 ± 0.3nm, as noted first by Peacocks & Skerret (1956). The absorbances 

at 454nm were plotted against those at 440nm anri 4'Onm of bounrJ and free dye 

(Fi.g. 2.12) and tho host s t:ra I ght line foiind liy f:,he 1 cast squares methori.

All four sets of points wore extromoly good straight lines with linear 

regression coefficients above 0.993 , and the ratios and for

bound and free dyo found from tho gradients. E(444) against E(454) luas

also plolAed for the free dye from the gradient of which 6(454) 3.393 x 10 ̂
was caliailatnil f'rnm 6(444) 4. 1 x 10 Results of Idiesc analyses are In

cluded in Table 2.1. From one visible spectrum of DNA t PF it was then
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possible to obtain tho total PF concn. and tho absorbances of totally bound 

and frno dyo of tho samo concentration at 440 and AnOnm, from thn absorbonco 

at 454nm. This, together with thn actual absorbances at 440 and 46Gnm 

alio I,IS the usn of the method described in Section 2.2.2.4 to determine the 

amount of dyo bound from readings at 440 and 460nm. Peacockc & Skerret 

(loss) found that the spocific absorbance of bound PF at 460nm varied with r , 

tho moles of dye bound/nuclootide pair. As witnessed by the linearity of 

the absorbance value plots (Fig. 2.12), this has not boon observed; neither 

do binding results calculated from absorbances at 400nm in later experiments 

differ in a significant manner from results from 440nm, although the error 

of the former is somewhat larger. However, Poacocke & Skerret were working 

to a large extent at values of r above those in this investigation, and this 

may account for the discrepancy.

Further spectra from 480 to 400nm and 300 to 220nm wore run for PF

alone, in tho presnnco of moderate DNA concentrations (1 x 10 ' and 1.3 x 10 *
mole nucleotiries/l approx.) and the same DIMA solutions without dye. A

further isohestic point at 223.Snm was found, as reported by Cohen &

Ficnoherg (ingn). Plotting F(223.3) against F(444) for free dye (Fig. 2.13)

ga\/e a straight line and 0(223.3) of 1.312 x 10* for PF. Thus for any DIMA h

PF solution I'jithin certain limits, the absorbances at 4 tO, 434, 440 anr|

223.. 3nm lead to accurate \/aluns of bound dye, DMA concentration and hence r.

The \/alue of 0(223.3) for the CT DNA used in all these experiments and in

differential refractometry was 3101 (0(2n0) - 0341). DIMA concentrations

and r values in the refractive index increment exneriments viere determined

this ujay.

Hoi.iever, in the light scattering experiments a u.v. absorbing contami

nant in the membrane filters, L'hich has heen previ eus ly noted ( Datvson &

Harpst, 1071) makœ readings in the far u.v. at 223.3nm unroliable despite 

thorough prerinsing of the filters. Howovor, at least as far as 240nm, 

rearlings are alh/ays completely unaffected, if prerinsing is thorough, and for 

light scattering samples concentrât i one were determined by F(2b0). It was, 

tlieref ore, necessary to determine C ( 2fiO) nf hound and free PF, from the
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previous results. For tho free dye, absorbances at 444 and 2G0nm wore 

plotted as usual, giving 6(250) 5,593 x 10^4 For bound dye, the concen

tration of this, Fh, was found from thn visible spectra; then from

(Df - D) - Cb(6f - 6b) 

wbero Df is tho absorbance if all tho dyo is free, D is tho absorbance of 

bound and froe dyo (DMA absorbance subtracted) and Ef and 6b are the free 

and bound dye extinction coefficients respectively, a plot of (Df - D) against 

Cb should give a straight lino, gradient (6f - Rb), This is the case 

(Fig, 2,13) and 6b = 3,143 x 10' at 250nm, Thus knowing the concentration 

of bound and froe dyo from tho visible spectrum and tho extinction coeffi

cient at 260nm an absorbance at 250nm is obtained for the DNA, which is 

readily convertible to concentration.

It was desirable to check the accuracy of these two methods of DNA 

concentration measurement and this was done by examining five solution of 

CT DNA (1,01 X 10 mole nucleotides/l) at different total PF concentrations 

(3 - 1 %jM), By both methods, the known DNA concentration was refound to 

within 0,5/,

A table of extinction coefficients etc, is given in Table 2.1.

2.2.5

COMPUTATION OF RFSIJLTS

Ligbt scattering Zimm and Perry plot results, sedimentation coefficients, 

Felsenfeld-Uirschman and PF binding spectral analyses, and theoretical P(0) 

calculations were all computed on a PDP-O/b computer using specially written 

programmes,



T a b l e  2.1

EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR FREE AND BOUND PF AT VARIOUS 
WAVELENGTHS

These are the results of the spectral ratios plotted in Figs, 
2.12 and 2.1$; the j axis and x axis are these in these 
diagrams, the numbers in these columns indicate the wavelength 
of light in nm, the absorbances at,which are plotted on that 
particular axis and b and f indicate bound and free PF 
respectively. The final column gives the calculated molar 
extinction coefficients at the wavelength and conditions 
defined in the y axis column.
The bottom line refers to the plot in Fig.2,13 to determine 
the extinction coefficient of bound PF at 260nm (given in the 
final column); Df,̂  D and Cb are explained in the legend to 
Fig.2.1$, and in section 2.2.4 .3*
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Table 2.1

y axis X axis Figure gradient regression
coefficient

£ % 10"^

454 444f 2.12 0,8287 0.9984 $.598
440f 454 2.12 1.1947 0.9984 4 .060

460f 454 2.12 0 ,7668 0 .9988 2.606
440 b 454 2.12 0 .7129 0.9980 2.422

460b 454 2.12 1 .0401 0.998$ 3.534
225 .5 4441 2.1$ Q.520I 0.9999 1.312

260f 444f 2.1$ 1 .3641 1.0000 5 .593

(bf-D)
X 100

Cb^îl) 2.1$ 2 .4450 0.9991 5 .14$ (bound 
at 260]
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Fig.2,1

CALIBRATION CURVES FOR ASSAYING THE PRESCENCE OF PI IN DNA 
SOLUTIONS IY FLUORESCENCE

The solvent is DPES and the curves were constructed from experiments 
done at room temperature. The DNA used in this was s-. A, calf 
thymus; B, 5:2 approx. mixture of RFIîRFII, In B the fluorescence 
is apparent, and due to light scattering probably. The assay 
was performed in 1cm cells using an Aminco-E^wman single beam 
spectrofluorimeter (American Instrument Co, Inc.,'. Silver Springsp, 
Maryland, U.S.A.),
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Fig.2.2

EMî’RA'TIVS IKI'EX CORRECTION CURVE PROM PURE LIQ.UIP SCATTERING

R_ ,, is the literature value of the Rayleigh r a t i o R  the lit exp
value calculated from the instrument readings using the makers*
calibration with benzrene and ignoring refractive index corrections
The ratio of the two values should then represent the correction
to be applied at a certain value of the refractive index? no.
The plot is not a straight line indicating deviation from the 

2suggested "n " correction.
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F i g . 2 .5

CONICAL LIGHT SCATTERING CELL

This cell is the type used in all the exprimental work described 
herein; all calibration detail apply to this cell. The cell 
material was glass? refractive index at the sodium D line y 
1,5084 (material 1.80.5791? Barr & Stroud Ltd., Glasgow).



t
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P1&.2.4

PLOTS TO DETEEMIi-.iE THE LIGHT SCATTERING CALIBRATION CONSTANT 
ACCORDING TO THE METHOD OF GORING ET AL. (1957)

These experiments were carried out using Ludox colloidal silica, 
Here R90 is the Rayleigh ratio calculated from spectrophotojne.tric 
dataj; S90 is the instrument reading for Ludox scattering and 
c is the concentration determined by evaporation to dryness 
and weighing. The calibration constant, C = (c/S90)-^_^/(c/R90)^l|^st 
iis the ratio of the intercepts of these two plots? this was 
found by drawing the best straight lines by the least squares 
method. This method is used to allow for interference from 
attenuation of incident and scattered light, secondary scattering 
and in ter molecular interaction..
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;u’igo2.5

PLOT TO DETERMINE THE LIGHT SCATTERING CALIBRATION CONSTANT 
ACCORDING TO THE METHOD OF MARON & LOU (1954)

These experiments were carried out using Ludox colloidal silica. 
Here R90 is the Rayleigh ratio calculated from spè'ctrpho tome trie 
data,, 190 is the instrument reading for the Ludox scattering. The 
bast straight line was drawn through the points by the least 
squares method giving the plot the form log(R90/l90) = + k2R90.;
then if k^ is small as is the case here,, k^ ~ C , the calibration, 
constant. This method is used to allow for secondary scattering and 
attenuation of the incident and scattered light.
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F ig o 2 ,6

CORRECTIOi: CURVE FOR TEE SCATTERING VOLUME SEEN AT LIFIEREl-T 
ANGLES; CON STRUG TIT: BY A FLUORESCENCE METHOD

SO is the normalisation factor for light scattering at angle 
0 described in section 2 .2 .2 .2 and ~ i(90)/i(0) sinO. .v/here i(0) 
is the instrument reading for the fluorescent intensity at 
angle 9.
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Fig.2.7

VOLUME OF 1g OF WATER AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

The data, is from the International Critical Tables (1926b).
This plot vas used to allow for the expansion of solutions in 
concentration measurements in the temperature experiment (section

2.2.2 ,5)0
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Fig.2.8

CORRECTION PLOTS FOR TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENT (SECTION 2.2.2.5)

Tops refractive index of PPES at 546nm at temperature, t 
as a function of temperature.
Bottoms deviation of the temperature of the scattering cell 
contents from that of the henz-ene hath (At) in the light scattering 
instrument when room temperature was 25^C.
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F i g . 2 .9

ANALYTROi. TRACES OE 74-R3' REA FROM R.V. PHOTOGRAPHS OE EAEI) 
SEDIMENTATION RUNS

Runs were under the conditions given in section The
top of the centrifuge cell is at the bottom of the diagram 
page.
A; a mixture o£ approx 7 : $ REI:REII; pictures taken after 24 min 
approx.
Bî EEI alone; picture taken after about 16 min.
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Fig.2.10

SPECTIîOPI OTCMSTRIC RESULTS FOR EB EIEBILG TO ĵ XI 74“RE BNA.

These are results of experiments described in section 5«2o4»2. 
The ordinate represents the increases in absorbance as small 
aliquots of EB solution were added to each cell: (a) IPES;

(b) CT BliA at 500yag/inl in IPES; (c) ^X174“BF DNA* Is II = 5:1, 
Egg^ = 0,6; in IPES. The lines are slightly curved rather than 
straight and the smoothest curve through them was drawn by 

eye.
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Flgo2o11

REFRACTIVE INDEX IRCREMEl.T OF DNA AT VARIOUS VALUES OF BOUND 
DRUG, FF

(âS-) is the refractive index increment at constant chemical ''dc^u
potential, yi; the DKA used was CT. o, dn/dc from one concentration 
of DMA; dn/dc from a range of 4“5 concentrations of DKA.
The line is a weighted fit of the points (0 :0 = 4:1) to a. straight 
line hy the least squares method. The dn/dc at various values 
of bound dye were read off this plot for use in light scattering 
experiments.
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PROF LAV II: F YISIPLE SPECTRAL RATIOS

ALsorLances of Cound (L) and free (f) PP at the different wavelengths 

of light in nm indicated, for different PP concentrations; thus 

E444f is the absorbance of the free dye at 444nm* 454^^ is the 

isobestic point where the absorbances of the free and:' bound 

dye is the same. Lines are the best straight lines by'the least 

squares method» The rela.tive extinction coefficients etc» calculated 

from these plots are given in Table 2,1. The circled points are from 

5cm pathlength cells,-. • , b
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Fig.2.13

PROFLAVIHE TJ.Yo & VISIBLE SPECTRAL RATIOS * -

ALsorLances of Bound (b) and free (f) PF at different c one entrât ion 8=. 
at, the different wavelengtbs of light im nm indicated; 2 2 3*5' 
is an isobestic point where the absorbance (after subtraction 
of BRA absorbance-) is the same fo:è free and bound dyeo*.
In the third diagram Bf is the absorbance when all the dye is 
free, B is the absorbance/of a mixture bound and free dye (BRA 
absorbance subtracted)„ bothat 260nmg. and Cb is the concentratiOM 
of.bound dye. This leads to an extinction coefficient for bound 
PF at 260nm as explained in section; 2.2 o4:*3t The extinction, 
coefficients etc. calculated front these plots are shown in 
Table:' 2.1. ' . '

■'/■*'
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RESULTS

3o1

SUPERCniLED X X174-RF DîMA 

S.1.1

NUMUER OF GIIPERHELTFAL TURNS, EU TITRATTUN

The nhnnrjos in norlimnntatinn noofficinnh i.iibh bound FU of RFI and II a m  

shown in Fig. 3.1. Tho critical value r r^) (moins dyo bound/molos 

nuclootide) , whom I and IT have apparently equivalent conformations and 

tho number of superholical turns (T) is zero, was U.U37 ± FLOPS. Tho 

sedimentation coefficionts are not corrected to standard conditions for vis

cosity, temperature nr buoyancy, nor extrapolated to zero concentration as 

the results are internally consistent. From oqn. (U) in Section 1 this 

gives T ^ -11.P ± 1.G corresponding to a superhelix density (rr) of -0.P2S ± 

FLOPS, using \/alues for the equation parameters as follows: 0̂  - P^; the

unwinding angle for EU, X, 12^ (Fuller A Waring, 1PG/i); - A04; this last

value (one tenth the number of base pairs) was calculated from o mol. wt. of

3.2 X 10^ (see Sections 3.1, 3.2) and monomer equivalent weight per nucleo-
.f

tide of 331 for Na DNA. The error is the estimation of the exact 

minimum of thri cur\/e and tlie \/aliie of "f agrees wiidi that founri by Waring 

(inyp) nf 13.3 1 2.7 for X  X173-RFT DNA under somnwliat different conditions.

On comparison nf the curve for R F I  vjith the schematic cur\/e summarising 

the results of Upholt et al. (1P71) (fig. 1.3) it is apparent that there is 

good correspondence. Fig. 3.1 starts at rr - -P.025 (r - P), equivalent to 

region II in Fig, 1.3, and the sedimentation coefficient increases to a local 

maximum at nr- -P.P17 (r - P.012 moles dye/moles nucleotide) before decreas

ing rapidlv to 'T : P, (r P.P37) in what corresponds to region III in Fig. 1.3,

3.1.2

PONFPRWATIDN PF X X17A-RFI UNA AT 25°P

3.1.2.1

EXPERIMENTAL

Tlirei] separate light scattering experiments wore performed on different DNA
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samples in ilPES, pH n.H, ionic strength 0.2 at 25*̂  L 0.2°C. Tho results were 

plotted hy the method of himm (1940) to extrapolate to zero concentration 

and scattering angle, as shown in Fig. 3.2; information was extracted as 

descrihod in the legend. No optical anisotropy was dotoctablo by measuring 

the polarisation of tho scattered beam at 90^, even without extrapolation to 

zero concentration

The mean mol. wt. was 3.17 t 0.19 x 10*"’, the mean root-mean-square 

(r.m.s.) radius (Og) was 103.0 ± 12nm (error from the least good initial 

slopes) and the mean second virial coefficient (O) was -2.0 ± 2 X 10 ^
2 7

mol G cm The molnculnr weight is diocuosod Jotnr, with rcsulto from

later experiments. The r.m.s. radius was perhaps somewhat larger than 

expected in view of the value of 109.3nm found for relaxed circular DNA (see 

Section 3.2) implying that the molecule is not all that compact despite the 

suporturns; in fact the rigidity presumably imparted to the molecule by 

the superturns may account for Rq not being smaller. There have been no 

previ nus light scattering investigations of si tpercoi lerl ON A i-;ith which to 

compare these experiments, nor any theoretical prerlictinns of the r.m.s. 

radius or 00 function; as discussed in Onction 1.3.3.2. thnnretical calcu

lations of the sédimentation coefficient have boon attempted (Fukatsu &

Kurata, 1999; Oloomfield, 1999; Gray, 1967). Wang (1999a) found the 

calculations nf F ukatsu ft Kurata and Rloomfielrl inappropriate. A treatment 

predicting the 09 values for ff X174-RFI based on the method of Gray (1997) 

is presented below.

The small negati\/e \sal.ue of 0 is a measure nf deviation from ideality 

and theta conditions (Fiery, 1953), i-;hen 0 0. 1 n fact, the error in 0

could make 0 almost zero; houjever, in view of the rnpeatahility of the 

negative value in these and later experiments, this is thought tentatively 

to be real.

3.1.2.2

TOFDRFTTCAL MGDffG

In Fig. 1.3 are shown some suggested structures of cupercoiled DNA in solution; 

(a) the straight Lnterwound model; (b) the toroidal model; (c) branched



.i 11 LnriiiotinrI inndel ( Y"S.lia[iri) . Otho]: InMnchm l struc txirns suidi as M-siiapns 

may hn pnss.ib.ln ah high cDpnrbnlix dnnsity. To try and dntormino uihich, if 

any, of those exist in solution, theoretical curves of PH  ̂ against sin^(0/2) 

have boon calculated.

The particle scattering factor, P0 was calculated in all cases from 

the equation
N N sin hr

HB = E  E  (')n III nm

where N is total number of scattering points in the molecule, h is d sin

(b/ 2 ) / X S  r ^ is the absolute value of the vector between scattering points

n and m ( Geiduschek & Holtzer, 1959) and is the I'lavelength of light in

solution. dur approach was to calculate the dimensions of these models
„1

from the molecular weight and root-moan-square radiu.^. PH I'las then

calculated for each model and compared with the experimental values.

The problem is to formulate r by some general expression for all n,m.nm
Fach r is then o\/aluated numerically, substituterj into the above expression nm
and a running total kept. This can he easily done on a modern digital com

puter, and the calculation repeated at various designated angles.

The number op superhelical turns had to be an integer, and was taken 

as -12. The contour length of tfie molecule was token as 1625„6nm. This 

was calculated from the molecular weight assuming a linear mass density of 

19 5 n  dal tons/ nm; i.e. tlie PPA duplex is assumed to he in the 12 form in tho 

supercoil (Maestro & Wang, 1971; Gampiiell ft t.nchliead, 1 9 7 1 ) .

Gt Ea i qjht I n to r w o t̂ n d Me r I el
- 1The |ig rairve i./as calcuba!:erl for tlie morlel in Fb]. I.Ga. The morlei

molecule containerl 12 crossovers (i.e. physical superholical turns) , and was
2breal:ed as a rod op length L - (l2Rg') X Tho oquatLon

d/^ - (P/2K)2 - 12(Rq/k)^ T/tr (0)

when d is the riiamei'.nr nP the cylinder, K is the number of superholical 

turns, Rg is the rnnt-meaii-s,r|uare radius and P is the contour Length, was 

used to calculate d.



(V.

Tho moloculo was thon imagined to bo sliced into 4 x K segments with 

centres of mass in a straight line up tho middle; each segment was of small 

onounh dimension to he considered a point scattorcr.

There are then 2(4K-1) inter-point distances which are l/4K, 2(4!<-2) 

which are 2f/4K, 2(41<-3) which arc 3L/4K, etc. Tho factor 2 in the ex

pression 2(4K“1) is to allow for the fact that both the distances r̂ ^̂  and

r, must be counted. Thus the molecule was assumed to be essentially ba
rigid, a reasonable assumption for ouch a small DNA molecule (Cohen & 

Eioenborg, 10hû) and end effects were neglected. Using the above formulae 

d/2 - 19.35nm and L - 358.5nm. The reciprocal particle scattering function 

PB  ̂ calculated from this is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Tho Toroidal Model

The toroidal model is shoi.jn in Fig. 1.3.T). The dimensions wore relatnd to 

the r.m.s. radius as follows (Tanford, 1991);

Rg ̂ } m . h . '/ m .11''. 1 1

T'' ?h . /n , if all m. are equal,

whore h^ is the distance of the i th mass element of mass m^ from the centre

of mass, M is the number nf mass elements, and Rg the r.m.s. radius. The

centre of mass nf tho toroid is ohviouslv tho cnntrn of tho largo ring of 

tlio f.nroirl. Fig. 3 . 3 .  a shoi-js a cross-section of i.ho tornirl, so tliat ; 

b/' : R^ -I- -I- 2Rrcos(n.) ( i n )

• : c -I- m cos ( n . ) , _2 2 ̂ 1 where c R + r

and m -- 2Rr
p

T, Rg ' ^ X) (^ •! m cos (---— ^  ) (11)
: O

iijhero K is the number of sunorhelical turns

This summation can, conventionally, ho changed to an integration, whore N

is large.

N p" ■ "1
Rg^ c -I- m cos (-̂ -~~~) di (12)

J o L .1

- c f- si n ( ? tî'K)

' ' ■ - ■ ■ ■ '. i r 1 1- n  n n  s



Rq^ =r c r_: R^ + (13)

R anr] r can also hn relator! hy imagining tho toroidal structure to be cut 

at one point and straightened out j.nto a single superholix of axial length 

Rc' R. Then

2tt R (14)
Hence both R and r can he obtained from Rg if R, t! ̂  r;n,ri,nncr ]o::/vt]i is known, 

The derivation of the interpoint distances which follows, is largely 

based on the treatment of Gray (1997). A more exhaustive treatment is 

available (fuller, 1971), but in our case was thought to he not worthwhile, 

because, firstly, of the complexity of the mathematical manipulations 

involved and, secondly, the resolution of our method did not scorn to merit it.

The problem with this model is that for each successive identical 

distance along the contour of the molecule tho angle m in Fig. 3.3.b swept 

out by tho large radius varies smoothly about a mean value. This can he 

represented graphically (Fig. 3.3.c).

I lore

(m^) average 2 arrxrin (iT/d) (lGa)

and generally

m^ -- 2 arcsin 121; R/2N(R -i- r cos n)| (1Gb)

Hence

(m^) max - 2 arcsin | 2'7r R/2N(R - r)| (iGc)

(m^) min - 2 arcsin |2 7TR/2H(R + r)j (lGd)

The variation has a sinusoidal appearance and this formulation uias used to 

describe the variation. Thus
r . '.‘‘y'

(m. - i (m )av) •- t cos (— --— ---) (19)

I'jherc m^ is t h e  a n g l e  m at tlie i t h  e l e m e n t ,  r i s  the d i s t a n c e  a l o n g  t h e

contour longtli to the i th element and t is a constant.

lilhnn r̂  - h/K, i - h/k and ttien

(m. - i (m )av) - (m )max - (m ) av  ̂ s s s
- 2 arcsin ( 2 IT R/2i\l(R - r) ) ~ 2 arcsin (‘(T/I\l)

-- t cos (21;)

'= t



Thnrnfnrn generally

2 arer.ln ( R/N(R - r)) - nreain (7t / n ) con (— ----- )
r ./ HI.

-    '   - ..
p

m 1 2 arcsin (tt/ n ) (17)
r^ 2'nb

- 2 arcsin ( ?r n/N(R - r) ) - arcsin (‘TT/n ) cos ("-■---— — )

-1- i 24r/W if l\l is largo

Tho second term is tho expression expected for if each step (r\^^ - r̂  )

corresponded to an equal increment in . The first term represents the 

variation in the change of r ̂ . The angle n^ - for all i.

Hy using tho axes in Fig. a.3a, h , the parametric equations describing

the toroid are:

|r + r CDS (n)J siin m

R - 4- r cos ( n ) cos m (id)

r sin n

Then any intnrpnint distance

r . .-1-i

which loads to tho expression

r^ f  = ( 1 - cns(mn - m.))(2R^ -i- 2Rr[cos(n^) -i cos(n^)]) (19)

-I- 2r" 1 - cos(m. - m .) cos( n . ) cos( n .) - sin( n . ) sin( n .)1 J 1 J 1 J

The model was divided into 13 x K scattering elements of equal mass. These 

were treater! as having their centres nf mass at the mid-point nf the contour 

length they occupinrh

Using the ahe\/e formulae, the 1 arrje radius was 191 .3 nm anr] the small 

radius 19. Ram, on fitting i.lie model to our experimental rnet-mean-square 

rarlius anr] molecular weight. The rncinrecal particle scattering function 

PR calculated from this is shown in Fig. 3.4.

V-shapod Model

This model is shown in Figfl.ucand is the supposed three dimensional sol

ution structure nf the Y-shapns frequently noted in electron micrographs of 

superholical DNA. TTie angle between tho arms and their respective lengths 

could be variofl in the computer model and a number of different sets of 

fnr these naramoters were userl to compare with the experimental
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rcnulhn. The mnrinl bins than trnat.nd an tliran l.i nknr.l cylinders nf similar 

form to tho rod modal. For the sake of generality of applicability of tho 

computer programme to all Y-shapec the defining parameter used was d , the 

diameter of the cylinders; d was chosen and empirically varied until Rg 

was obtained at the same as tho experimental value. Rg was computer cal

culated from the formula (Tanford, 1991; Flory, 1ugg)

no"  ̂ \  y y  r i (pn)
71M 4̂  /-w ^r L a - i

F or Y-shapes where Rg was easily arithmetically calculable, the com

puter calculated Rg values were the same. With d defined the length of each 

arm was calculated from the formula

[(t/fN)^ - (TT d/2)

whore and are the length and numher nf oupercoils respectively in the 

arm.

If tho arms are numbered 1, 2, 3 with (\1̂ , and i\!̂ the numbers of 

supercoils respectively in each arm and m^^, m^^, m^^ are the angles between 

arms 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 1 respectively, then the set of dimensions 

shown in Table 3.1 aro dictated for the various variations on the Y-shape

chosen. For the PR calculation (anr) the Bp; ) , the model bias, as in tho rod.

imagined sliced into four segments per superturn. The intersegment dis

tances r. . were calculated as for the rod for the segments i , i on the sameij
arm. If they were on different arms . was calculated from

7 2 1;r. . -- (r. 4- r . - 2r. .r . cos m) ■'IJ .lO JO lO JO

where m is tho angle between the arms on which i and i are, r, and r.ro JO
ore the distances from the i th and j th segment respectively to the inter

section of bhe kliroo arms.

Empirically ono would imagine tlie minimum thermodynamic energy state 

for the Y morlel would he tliat with all three arms planar, and most of the 

models chosen assume this. However, conceivably some torsional strain in 

the structure might cause the lowest energy conformation to he non-planar 

and we have, therefore, included an example of this in our calculated curves.
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Thr! mol ecu le has ar|,a i n haan assuniacl nasnntially rigid and anr) off ants 

nngloctnd anrl the ciirvns aro shown in Fig. 3.5.

Computer programmes for calculating PB for all these models are given 

in Appendix IT.

3.1.2.3

FIT OF FXPFPTMFNTAt RF5UFT5 TH TIlCnRCTTCAL flDDFI.5

The errors involved in tho experimental results used to calculate the 

theoretical curves in Figs. 3.4, 3.5 are fairly large, in particular in the 

r.m.s, radius and number of suporturns. To assess the effect of these on 

the resolution nf the method, theoretical curves warn computed using max

imum error data and are also shown in Figs* 3.4, 3.5. Examination of these 

plots shows that the straight intorwound superholix was totally incompatible 

with the experimental results and that the toroid model was at best unlikely. 

Rome kind of Y-shapo wan, tharefora, inriicatad and curvas for these straddle 

the experimental points. Powover, no really good fit was found, despite 

varying arm lengths and interarm angles, as shown in Fig. 3.5. A large 

numher nf other combinations besides those shown wore tried, without markedly 

improving the fit. In later experiments (see Section 3.1.3) slightly lower 

values of the last three points (at tho highest angles) wore found, which would 

imnrovo the fit; also a slightly .lower value of the r.m.s. rarlius was found, 

hut this is easily encompassed hy the maximum error limits. The deviations 

from pradi clied curves could, hniiievar. lie due to a number of factors, such 

as further branching, some breakdown of normal secondary structure (Dean ft 

febowitz, 1971) or some limited f1exihility remaining in the molecule. 

Nevertheless, these experiments indicate strongly that at o-* - -R.n25,

/ X174-RFT DNA has a Y-shaned structure, with possibly the characteristics 

of cur\/e ( 1 ) in Fig. 3,5 as this gives the best fit.

3.1.3

FFFFFT RF TEMPERATURE ON RFI CnNFRRMATION

3.1.3.1

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments uyere performed at ID temperatures from 14.9° to 74.5°C as



dnsnr.i hnrl in Section 2.2.2.S. The rennltr. were .interpreted as usnal by

means of Zimm plots; in all eases the concentration ranges wore approx.

30 to OOug/ml except at 74.S°0, where it was 40 to 1S0pg/ml. In all

experiments the molecular weight was in the range 3.2 ± 0.12 x 10^, jpe

results for the r.m.s. radii, second \/irial coefficients and temperatures at

which experiments were performed aro given in Table 3.2, five typical Zimm
-1plots are shown in Fig. 3.6, the resulting PO curves in Fig. 3.7 and a plot 

of r.m.s. radius against temperature in Fig. 3.0. The dependence of the 

superholix density on temperature has been investigated by Wang (1069a) and 

Upholt at al. (1971). Uecauso of the insensitivity of the sedimentation 

coefficient to superholix density in region II in Fig. 1.1, however, esti

mates of the temperature coefficionts have been marie only in regions I and 

JIT. Tn these regions for 5949 DNA (mol. wt. 3 x 19*̂ ’) Upholt et al. (1971) 

found A o/degree was 1.3 x 19 ’ and 1.6 x 19 * rncpecti.\/ely, while Wang

found 1.4 X i n   ̂ for Ah2b3c PNA (mol. wt. 23 x 19*̂ ’) in region I, Hence, 

a value of 1.3 x 19 * was used for / X174-RFI DIMA (mol. wt. 3.2 x 19*̂ ’) in

region II for conversion of temperature to o dependence. These coefficients 

however, were determined from 9° to 49°9 and havo boon used hero from 14.9°9 

to 74.3°Co This seems reasonable anrj any doubt uiould centre on the highest 

temperature, where it would tie cnnceivaliln that some early melting might 

ha\/e occurred. Howe\/er, \tinngrari et al. (1969) estj mated the Tm of 

polyoma-T PHA, which has 9-9/ ■ 49/ (/ X174-HF PNA, 42/), as 199°9 in

liuffer eguivalerit to PPF3; in addition they estimai-,erj a Tm of 77°9 anrj an 

onset of melting at 72^9 for tho early melting which seems te occur in the 

A-T richest sections of the duplex, due to tho destabilising effect of the 

superhelical turns, in the alkaline titration nf polvoma-T monitored by 

buoyank density, 19 a linear relationship betb/een pH and temperature melting 

is assumed. This, however, rloes not seem to have affected tho results of 

this experiment as indicated by the cnmnatibility of the proflavine experi- 

nifint (gestion 3.1.3. 2).

The plot nf the r.m.s. radius against cr making the above assumptions 

is shown in Fig. 3.9; also incJurlcd, for reference, are sedimentation
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coefficients from the E0 titration (fig. 3.l) converted to dependence on og 

ignoring differential binding of dye by RFI and II. It can be seen that 

although there aro oomo oppnront email vnriabiono in tho r.m.c, radius from 

cr ~ -n.DPfiF) to -(1,0207, a major transition in solution structure occurs 

bntueon o' - -fl,(12(17 and ~n,017ii. Tills is borne out by tho change in tho 

P0 plots (Fig. 3.7), Notably, tho sedimentation coefficient only increases 

slightly in this region, indicating that tho molecule has become considerably 

less froo-draining (Tanford, 1961), The actual conformation of this 

structure is interesting and three possibilities are shown in Fig. 3.9;

A and (1 are variations nf the straight intorwound and toroidal models, and C , 

related to (3, has been considered by Glauhigor ft Hearst (1967),

3.1.3.2

THERRETIGAL FinOELS

-1Theoretical PR curves for A and FI in Fig. 3.9 wore computed os in Section

3.1.2 from equation (7), using -R as the integral number of superhelical 

turns, and assuming a linear maos density of 1950 daltons/nm. For the straight 

i nteriiinund model . A, the superholix radius has become much too largo to treat

it as a simple rnr] and, thorefere, the formulai:! on of Gray ( 19(i7) was used 

to describe it.

S_t Eg ight Tnheritioi in d Model w itii I .n rg e Rad ins

The geometrical representation of the model is shown in Fig. 3,10. The 

molecule is considered, neglecting end effects as two intorwound helices, 

each with half the contour length of the molecule, with the z axis equivalent 

to the superholix axis and the two helices beginning 139° opart in a plane 

parallel to the x-y plane. The paramr:trie equations for a helix are then:

X (cos t) fl/2

y : (sin t) d/2 (21)

z % pt/2

where d is the superholix diameter, t is'tho polar angle in tho x-y plane

and p is the superholix pitch.

The r n t e r s c g m o n  I: d i s  l .ancas , r  , f a l l  i n t o  tido c a t n r i o r  i or; : i n t e r h n l i xnm
distances when a, m are on different helices and i ntraholix distances when



they are nn the same helix. Then, far inferholix distances

nm 2r ' |1 - cos((n - m) t̂  ̂ - )

(ifAr.r") ^( n - m) tli
(22a)

and for intrahclix distances
o o r

7r" 1 - cns((n - m)tnm I (p'/iTt') ( n - in ) 1: (22h)

where t̂  ̂ is the projection in the x-y plane nf the angle between adjacent 

segments and is 2 arcsin (gr b/l\i) . Therefore,

\ / 2  m/2
PB ■1 - ?/n2 >1 >T

sin h rnm
n m h r

(interhelix)
nm

N/2 N/2
+ T: r .

sin h rnm (intrahelix)
h rnu,

whore h, r and M are as in ogn. (7). The equation

(23)

nm
2 2p (r/k)'- - (-Td)" (24)

where P is the contour 1engtli and K is the number nf suporhelical turnsp 

rnj.ates these nuantities anrJ is analogous to eqn. (fi). The procédure uias 

to use eqn, (2B) to calculate the r.m.s. radius, Rg, from a specified super- 

helix diameter and vary this by trial and error until, the calculated Rg 

matcher) Idie experimental. Tlie dimensions tlius specified worn user) to 

calculate Pfl values from eqn. (23) by computer summation; tlie computer 

programme for this is given .in Appendix IT, Using the above formulae for 

til is model d 6 3. Rnm and p - 4n,4nm. The PB-^ curve is shown in Fig. 3.11.

Torn id model

The PB  ̂ curve for this model. (Fig. 3.nb) was calculated for the dimensions 

dictated by Rg, exactly as in Section 3.1.2. This gave a large radius of 

lia.lnm anr} small r a r I i. u s of .’tLnnm, Tlie PR cur\/c is shown in Fig. 311.

3.1.3.3

FIT BF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTE

The experimental points, theoretical curves for the two models and theoretical 

curves using maximum error data are shown in Fig. 3.11. The experimental 

points fall just outside the max. error curve for the toroid and well outside
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that for tho intorwound modol. Thus no hard conclusion can be drawn from 

these experiments alone, although some toroid-liko structure is suggested, 

e.g. fig. 3.9c, and these results are discussed later in conjunction with the 

prof]avino experiment

3.1.4

PPnfLAl/TNE T I T R A T I O N  OF / XI 74-RE P N A
It is fairly well established that PF binds as an intercalating ligand to 

DNA at moderate ionic strength and high polymer-to-dye ratios (Blake & 

Peacocks, 193d). Titrations of suporcoilod DMA using PF instead of EB 

havo boon performed (Waring, 1970; Oaucior et al., 1971). Ac it does not 

absorb light at 34dnm, it was possible to perform light scattering experi

ments at various 'ooints -■Ion:: the n 70 titration curve «

3.1.4.1

SEDIMENTATION COEFFICIENT DEPENDENCE ON DYE RINDING

The values found are plotted in Fig. 3,12 The minimum is assumed to be 

where the open circular conformation is aohievod. The critical binding 

ratio at this point, r , is 0,061 ± 0.003 molos dye/mole nucleotide.

Assuming that bo Hi the value nf T  - -11 * 0 t 1.6 from the EB experiment and an 

unwinding angle of 12° per EB molecule are correct, this gives an apparent 

unwinding angle of 7.3° ± 1.3° per bound PF molecule, in excellent agreement 

with the values nf 0° and 0.4° ± 2.4° found hy Saucier nt al. (1971) and 

Waring (1970) respectivelv. The curve is the same shape, biphasic, as the 

EB titration curve (Fig. 3.1) with the maximum occurring at r - 0.0200, 

rr - -0.017, which coincides with the maximum in tho EB titration. There 

is a possibility that not all tho PF hound intercalates (Ramstnin nt al., 

1972) and the real unwinding angle per intercalating molecule is larger, but 

this lias no cfEect on the results from this nr later experiments.

3.1.4.2

BINDING OF PF TO RFI

The binding curve found using the solutions from light scattering experiments 

is shown in Fig. 3.13. As mentioned in Section 2.2.4.3, each complete 

Li gilt scatteri IK! experiment encompasses a small range of r, and the values
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in Fig, 3.13 nrn these values meaned and plotted one point per light scatter

ing experiment; in fact the ranges encompassed are either smaller than or 

jus!: .larger than the points. There are no previous curves puhlished for 

PF h.inding to sunerooi 1 at I DNA, lout tlin rxjrve snnms (]ua 1 i tat i\/ely nnmpati.hle

mi til binding curves for linear DNA ( Peacocko & Sknrrnt, 1 3 P ; fohon ft

Fisonhorg, 1969) taking in to account of the higher initial affinity of super- 

coiled DMA for intercalating ligands (Power ft Uinograd, 1960, 1970a)

3 o1.4.3

LIGHT GCATTF.RIHG ON ONA-PF GOflPLFX

Zimm plots nf results obtained at four values of r from 0.017 to 0.052 moles

dyn/molos nucleotide arc shown in Fig. 3.14. Zimm and Perry (1966) plots

of results at t' - O.Ou are shown in Fig. 3.15. The Perry plot is useful 

for extending somewhat the range nf molecular dimensions examinable l)y light 

scattering down to 30° by eliminating some nf the curvature at low angles; 

it has been used also with RFTI in Section 3,2, where it is discussed more 

fully. No anisotropy was detectable from the zero value of the horizon

tal ly polarised light component at a scattering angle of 90° extrapolated to 

zero concentration. Molecular weights for i:he four 1 nvjer r valites were 

ail, after subtraction of bound PF, in the range 3.2 t O.DP x 1 0 ’. For 

r 0.06 idle Zimm plot ga\/e a mol. wt. nf 3.32 x 10 \  uthile the Perry plot 

gave 3.15 x 1 0 thus justifying its use. The results for the r.m.s, 

radius, Rg, and second virial coefficient, P , as functions of r and rr are 

tahulated i.n Table 3.3, The Rg \/alues are plotted as a function of r nn

the same diagram as the serli.mentation coefficient plot against r in Fig,
r %o- o'À loWt-e.

3.12. The sharp drop in Rg at arnund^rf - -0,017 is again nvident, in agree

ment with idle temperature exnorirnent, before increasing again to a value
„ "1corresponding to an open circle at 'i’ ■■ 0,06), li'̂o curves of PR in Fip, 3,16

also indicate these trends in conformation transitions; tho curve for 

r - n,P6 was constructed using the intercept from the Perry plot at zero 

angle, anr I the extrapolation tn zero concentration at finite angles from the 

7 i mm plot „
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3.1.4.4

FIT OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO THEORETICAL MODELS 
-1The P0 curves at]& = 0.017 and 0.024 were compared to the same two types 

of models (Fig. as considered for the cpmpact structure in the

temperature experiment; it was assumed that each bound dye molecule extended 

the DIMA length by Q.335nm« The results of this are shown in Fig. 3.17. •

At r = 0.017J the experimental points fall well within the error range for 

the toroid and well outside that for the interwound. At r = 0.024 the 

experimental points fall outside the error ranges of both models but nearer 

the toroid limit, reminiscent of the situation in the temperature experiment 

(Fig. 3.11).

For r = 0.017, the dimensions of the models from experimental results 

were: toroid, large radius 74,2nm, small radius 28.9nm; straight interwound

model, superhelix diameter 57.4nm, pitch 56«1nm. For r ~ 0.024 the dimen

sions were; toroid, large radius 56.8nm, small radius 38,3nm; straight 

intorwound model, diameter 75*4nm, pitch 54.3nm. It seams, therefore, 

that at o* = “0.018 the rigid toroid is a reasonable model for the molecule, 

but at o'= -0.0154 this model breaks down somewhat, in some way.

At r = 0,06 the molecule is almost exactly equivalent to RFII DNA,

i.e. it is in an open circular form. Since there was a theoretical P0

function available for open circular DNA (see Section 3,2 and Appendix I)
“1it was possible to use it to obtain PB curves for different persistence 

lengths. This was done, again assuming an extension of 0.335nm per bound 

dye molecule for the DNA thread, and using the following parameters for the 

calculation in Appendix I; N = 612; segment size, 3.0nm; excluded volume 

factor, B = 0.141; persistence lengths from 350 - 450nm, The experimental 

points and theoretical curves are shown in Fig. 3.18. The persistence 

length of the DNA in this situation is estimated as 35.0 i 3.0nm from this 

plot.
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3.2

RELAXED CIRCULAR DNA 

3.2.1.

EXPERIMENTAL

No anistropy was detectable in solutions of / X174-RFII DNA, after solvent 

subtraction. At 90°, no horizontally polarised light was detectable even 

before extrapolation to zero concentration, and on extrapolation to 0°, the 

ratio of the vertical to horizontally polarised components became one, as 

expected. Two different experiments with different samples were performed 

and the results of these were totally compatible.

The results were initially plotted as Zimm plots (Zimm, 1948), Fig. 3.19. 

This gave a mol. wt. of 3,38 + 0.17 x 10^ which is somewhat higher than the 

values of 3.2 x 10^ approx. previously found for RFI DNA. The explanation 

for this seems to be the curvature observed at the lower angles, and in fact, 

extrapolation to 0° relies heavily on the two lowest angles. The semi- 

empirical method of Berry (1966) was, therefore, used where (Kc/r b )^, not 

Kc/ r b , is plotted on the ordinate, to attempt to eliminate the curvature at 

low angles (Fig. 3.20). This gives a mol. wt, of 3.18 ± 0.18 x 10^, which 

is in very good agreement with previous results, so a correct extrapolation 

to 0° seems to have been achieved, although there is still some curvature at 

low angles. The r.m.s. radius, Rg, and second virial coefficient B were 

extracted from the Berry plot as explained in the legent to Fig. 3.15,

This gave a value of 109.4 t 15nm for Rg, which is nearer perhaps than 

expected to the final average value from all experiments on RFI at 25°C of

97,4 t S.Onm (S,D, of 5), and value of approx. zero for B.

3.2.2

FIT OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO THEORETICAL

The experimental PB""* points in Figs. 3.21, 3.22 were obtained using the 

extrapolation to zero concentration of the values at zero scattering angle 

from the Berry plot and the extrapolations to zero concentration at finite 

angles from the Zimm plot. These points were compared with a theoretical 

P8"^ curve for circular worm-like coil (Kratky & Porod, 1949) which was
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calculated using a Daniels (1952) distribution function modified for excluded 

volume effects (Gray et al., 1967; Sharp & Bloomfield, 1968b) and made applic

able to circular molecules (Zimm, 1948) in conjunction with the exact worm

like coil distribution without excluded volume effect (Kratky & Porod, 1949). 

The calculations for this are given in Appendix I. For the theoretical 

curves, the parameters used were: number of segments, N , 547; segment

length, S.Onm; persistence length, values from 30 - 70nm. The excluded 

volume factor, 6, was used at two values; these were 0.11, the value accepted

for linear DNA and 0.141, the corresponding value for a circular DNA of mol.

wt. 3.2 X 10^ (Gray et al., 1967).

The comparisons of experimental and theoretical results are shown in

Figs. 3.21, 3.22 for G = 0.141 and 0.11 respectively. As can be seen this

makes only a small difference to the theoretical curves, although the former 

is more appropriate. By visual examination, at 6 = 0.141 the experimental 

points fit the theoretical curves well for a value of the persistence length

around or just over 40nm. A value of 41.0 + 3.5nm was estimated for this.

For 6 = 0.11, there is no great difference and the persistence length appears 

only marginally higher. Thus, even if the value of G is not certain, the 

error in the persistence length is not increased much.

It is also worth noting that the general form of the experimental and

theoretical curves agrees with that predicted for circular flexible chains 

by Casassa (1965).



Tabler 3*1

GEOMETRY OF Y SHAPES AS PICTATEP ET THE EXPERIMENTAL R.M.S.
RAEIUS

Eimensions of three possible Y shapes are given, which would have
the experimental r.m.s, radius of 103-5nm and the'theoretical 

—"IP0 curves for which have been computed and are given in Pig.3*-5» 
The symbols are explained in section 3*1*2.2 on the Y shaped 
model.



Table 3*1

Resulting dimensions 
Features chosen (nm) curve no. in

ïj ^3 ^12 ^̂ 23 ^  ^2 ^  ' Fig.3*5
4 4 4 120° 120° 120°3 1.1. 185 .6 185.6 185 .6 1

2 4 6  120° 120° 120° 32 84 .2 168.4 252 .6 4
4 4 4 90° 90° 90° 30 198 .4 198 .4 198 .4 5

75



Table 3.2

THE DEPEND EEC E OP MOLECULAR PARAMETERS OP 74-RFI DNA ON 
TEMPERATURE

These results are for section 3*1'5*1; and the correlation 
of o^with temperature was made as described there.
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Table 3.-2

10^xB

°c nm mole 1cm'V q"
-  T

14.9 85.4 + 11 7.15 + 4 2.65 12.5

20.3 85.3 + 11 6.76 + 4 2.57 12.1

25.4 92.0 + 12 -8.57 + 5 2.50 11.8

30.3 92.8 + 12 1.47 + 1.5 2.42 11.4

35.4 93.2 + 12 2.06 + 2 2.34 11 .0

39.8 92.5 + 12 3.05 + 3 2.28 10.8

45.0 95.2 + 12 4.14 + 3 2.20 10.4

49.5 88.0 + 11 8.24 + 5 2.15 10.1

53.4 83.2 ”h 11 1.47 + 1.5 2.07 9.8

74.5 62.0 + 9 2.0 + 2.0 1 .76 8.3



Table 3.3

THE DEPENDE; CE OE MOLECULAR PARAMETERS OF y^Xl74-RFI DNA ON 
THE EOUIU) PF/NUCLEOTIDE RATIO

These are the results for section 3«1»4*3
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Table 3.3

 ̂ ^ 2 3/^2 5mole dye/ x10 nm (mole cm /g ) x 10
mole

nucleotide

11.8 0 2.5 92.0 + 12 -8.57 5

8.5 0.017 1 .80 79.6 + 10 -2.94 ± 3.0

7.2 0.024 1 .53 68.5 ± 9 -4.17 + 3.9

4.5 0.037 0.97 82.9 + 11 -2.94 ± 3.0

1.7 0.052 0.36 109.0 ± 13 0 + 3.0

0.2 0.060 0.04 119.9 + 15 0 ± 2.0
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Fig.3.1

BB TITRATi m  OP SUPERCOILED ^X174-BFI Aim II DNA

The solvent, was BPES and all runs were performed at 25^ -1* 0.05% * 
Sedimentation caeffictents were not corrected to standard conditions 
for viscosityy. buoyancy^ temperature or concentration effects. All 
experiments were with a 3; 1 mixture of RPIsEPII except the three 
points for BPII near the minimum of the RPI curve which were 
performed using 100/ RPII. At this point the binding of EB by I 
and II is very similar (Bauer & Vinograd, 19^8) and for the 
purpose of these experiments^ the binding was assumed tobe the 
same as in the 3s1 mixture.
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ir%,5.2

ÏYPICAL Z i m  PLOT OF ^X174“EFI DMA IN BPES AT 25®C

Tile scattering angle^, varied from 30 to 150%;%the concentration
range vas 55 to 8ÿig/ml. All units are- in the cgs system* The
formula jKc/Rol = 1/M allows estimation of the mol. wt.^ Mg.

L 0=0'
from the intersection on.the ordinate of the extrapolation to. 
sero angle and concentration:. The meaning of K and R9 are defined 
in: section 2.2,2*.2. The formula (Ec/R0)^_^= (1/m )(1/P©)
%:(l/M) (1 4 lô'ïfRg^sin^(0/2)/5(%  -t- ......) allows estimation
ef the r.m.s. radius^/Rgg. where X* is the wavelength of light 
in solution ar.d P9 is the particle scattering factor which is 
1 at 0%. from the initial slope of K c / R ©  at zero concentration.
The:-formula (Kc/R©)^_^= 1/M + 2Bc  ....   allows estimation crf,.....̂
the second virial coefficientg, B. P©"'~ (scattered intensity at ê)/ 
(scattered intensity at 0^) = (Kc/R©)^_^/|k c/R©J^_^.

from this latter formula.
These are standard equations for dealing with light scattering 

results (see, for example,> Geiduschelc & Holtzer,, 1958)*

. and is calculated e=e
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Fie.5.5

'
' • : 

'/geometry of the TOROJ.H MODEL (FIG.T.^.h) USED TO CALCULATE THE 
GEMERilL R.M.S RADIUS AÎÎD P© FUNCTION

The meanings of the symbols are defined in the calculation in 
section 5.1.2 on the geometry of the toroid; (a) cross-section 
of toroid on the a and y  axes; (b) cross-section of the toroid 
on the X and y axes; (c) variation of the angle m between adjacent, 
elements with dis'bance along the contour length.
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COHPAHISON OF COMPUTER BRAWM CURVES EOR THE TOROID 'AMD IHTERV/OUHD
-■■ ■ . . ' ' :'.'K :

MODELS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA • '  ̂ ' '
 ̂ ■ ■■ '. . . ̂  , V ■ ■ _ \ ;v|;

. ' ' ' . ' . ' ' :Theireciprocal particle scattering factor of the âriouŝ . models . ■:>
are compared with experimental points. Vertical bars represent i
the spread of experimental values oibtained at a particular angle.
Curve (1): toroidal model from emEperimental data^, r.mts. radius g,.
Rg 1 0 3.5nm, number of superhelioal turns# K 12. Curve (2): rod
model from experimental data, Rg = lO^.^nm, IC=12Curves (3) and . ‘V‘=
(4); toroidal model, max. error limits# Eg = 116,0 and 9'1̂ 5n;m#
K' = 10 and I5 respectively* Curves (5) and (6); rod model# max*
error limits, Rg = 116.0 and 9I.3nm# K = 10 and 13 respectively.

.3
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. ' ' PSg.5.5 ' .

:;. COMPARISON OP COMPUTER DRAWN CURVES FOR Y SHAPED MODELS WITH .
EXPERIJMENTAL DATA I

'T h e ‘ reciprocal particle scattering factors for Y-shaped models * I;
are compared with the experimental pointse Vertical bars represent-
the spread of experimental values obtained at each) angle ©V
Curves (1) r(4) r(5) s romoSQ radius9 Rgg, 103 <»5nmj?; number-of superhelioal
turnsg. Eg 12 for various arm lengths s,nd ipter-arm angles shown
in Table Curves (2)p;(5)? max# error data curves for (1 ) s
Rg = II6.0O and 91o5um with 4g 5^ and 3p, and 4®; 4p? sind 3 superhali'cal
turns per arm respectively, 120^ i1nter*“8.rni angles#
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F % # 3 . 6

2imi PL0T50F ^X174-EFX D M  AT TE131PERATÜRES FROM t4i.$"'b TO # # 5 %  ; ,.

: ' - r. ' . . : ' ' ' "Tlie scattering angle varied from 5© toll50  ̂the concentration range
- ■ ■ ‘ ■■ "’ -̂' ■ ■■■' ' ' ■■ ■■■■■■■'o-was 35 to 80^g/ml approx. in. all experiments except at 74#5 0
where it was 40 to 18(ÿig/ml. All units areik'; the cgs system#
The mol. wts.g, r,m,s.radiiip: second virial coefficients and PG
functions were extracted from the plot as described in the
legend to Pig.5•2®. V
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YAHIATIOK' OF THE CURVES OF AGAIEST SIR^(o/2) WITH TE1>IPEHATURE
FOR y;xi74-RFI ■ . . V V . ' , ■ ' 1 - 5

© is the soatterlng' angle. The curves at temperatures intermediate ' 1
to those for which curves are shown5, were intermediate in pasitiomo 
Retails of results at these and either temperatures are given
in Table; 3.2. , . '

/  ■ ' ■ '  ' .
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Piig.5.8_

VARIATION OF THE R.M.S. RADIUS OF ^MA-'SFI D M  WITH TEMPERATURE ■ '
r ' ' - ' ' ' . ' " y

; AED SUPERHELIX DENSITY / ‘ . \

; To:ps variation of the r .m.s. 'radius with température? errors
-■■itV were estimated from worst initial slopes oB/ythe ZliW plots. • ■

' Bojttom? the same results translated into a dependence on superhelix 
density by means of a temperature coefficient as described i'nr ,, i 1faithe text (section $.1 .2 .1 ) $ the errors in the sr.m.s. radii are

' '' ' ' ' ' S: ;the same as in the top figure5 but are np.t shownv for . clarity. ’
Also shown9 for reference, are points from the EB titration
. '■' ■ V ■ ’ ' ■ :(Fig.3 .1) converted ta dependence on superhelix density. ■il
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F i g . 3 .9

HYPOTHETICAL STRUCTHBES FOR YARIOUS FORMS OF SUPERGOILEB: HHA<, 
WITH 8 SUPERHELIOAL TURNS : . , ,

As straight interv/ound model with larger superhelix radiusp, 
of the same order of dimensions as the lengitĥ r this-.is closely 
■related to the structure in Fig.1
Bs toroidal model with the small and large radii (r and R in 
Fige3*5) almost the same sizeg this closely related to the " 
structure in Fig.1.2«b. ' \
Cs flattened toroid model; this is related to B and has been 
.considered by Glaubiger & Hearst (1967). ' -
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]?rg,5*10 . , ,

GEOMETRY 0? A RIGID IRTERWOUNI) SUPERHELICAL MODEL

.Two supea?lielices are shown interwound? d is the superhelix, 
diameter‘-.'-and p the pitch, Mo ends are shown j.aining.,the two 
helices g indicating that end effects have he en ignored*

v'' =

;Â-
'' /■;'îvv
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; ' • V -
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'

Figo3o11

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PO "^CURVES FOR THE 
COMPACT STRUCTURE FORMED BY ^X1T4-RFI DNA AT M * 5 %

The points indicate the experimental resultss> the lines computer 
calculated curves for theoretical models* Curve (1}% toroidal 
modelf Rg-æ 6H0nm$, E 8; curve (2)s iuterwound model, Rg =-ésOnmp:, 
E g: 8; curve (3)s toroidal model upper max<, error data, Rg = 71'0nm< 
K " 10; curve (4)s interwound model, upper max* error datap, ' ,
R g  =: 71‘0nmp. K  =  I E *  .

U  .'4 Hi/ ■ ' >/■ 4/' , -■ ' ' ' - : ' ■ . .
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. '

a'HB SRDIMBNTATIOm^GOEPFICIENT AND RoH^Sa RADIUS 03T ^%174-EFI / ■ ' ’
■ ' ■ /ID M  AS DU1CÏÏ0US OF THE DIHDIEG OF PROFLAVIEE

All GiKpsriments were at 25^ .±. 0o2®C and. the solvent was DPE8.
Sedimentation cGcefficients were not corrected to sta-ndard conditionso '

 ̂ ' ' '-'.j
The errors for Eg (large vertical "bars) were estimated worst iinitial 
slopes in the Zimm and Berrjp- plots;; the errors for r (small 
horizontal bars) represent the variatiom in r for samples used 
in the same Zimm or Berry plot to estimate the rom@s* radius*
Any other errors are negligible compared to this* ôv (x̂ cx ex,v̂

5
w\ 3> *"2> *

r- -Ut

' A.
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Root 
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BINDING OF PROFLAYINE W  74-BFI DNA ■ , , . ' ; ^ {

CP la the conceatxatioii af free dye and r is the moles dye
"■""fit

homid/mole nucleatide. The results are from, the solutions us:ed

..fox light soatterimg and each point-represents meamd results
■ ! ' ; from the solutions of one complete light scattering experiments : f ?,

■ ■ ■ ■ "  ,Hence the DNA concentration was from 20 to 5Qjag/ml» The solvent
" ■ ■ ■ : 1 :■,;;■:; :f ■ ■ , : ® swas BPES and the temperature 20-23 6. ■ yir ^
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Z i m  PLOTS OP i^X174“HPI D M  AT BIPPERBHT VALUES OP LOUED PROPLAVINE

All units are in the ogs system» The: scat*îierlng‘ angles were 
30 “ 190'̂ 9 and SKA concentrations 20 4^ig/ml approx» All 
experiments were at 2:5̂  4 0'»2̂ C and in BPES» The mol. v/tsog, r-oDioS» 
re.diip. second virial coefficients and PQ. values were obtained 
as described in the legend to Pig»3<>2o.
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Zlim AKD BERRY PLOTS FOR 74-RFI DNA WITH CTaCé MOLES PE/HOLES 
NUCLEOTIDE BOUND ‘ :

TliG ÊJoatliGring angle range was 50 - 150*^ and the concentration 
range 20'. - The temperature was 25®̂  4 0\2^0 and the
solvent BPES, All units are in cgs system.
Tops Zimm plot; information was obtained from this plot as
before (Pig,5,2) g, with respect-to the mol, wt, ; ,
Battoms Berry plot of the same data as inthe Zimm.ploto The 
formula (ICc /RO)'^' = 1/M^, gives the mol, wt, (Kc/R@)f'  ̂^ 0=0 , ' *'0—0
(l/Kp(1/PS)‘̂ = + 8ifEg^sin^(0/2)/5(V)^ + »<-— 0
gives the r,m,s, radius g, Rg^, from'the initial slope of (Kc /R© )̂

]
where A* is the wavelehgth of light in solution:, (Kc /RO")J__

3
0=0^

1 3- 1 ■ ' -(1/M -1- 2Bc 4 , *.. o = (1/M)^* 4 BM^c 4 . allows estimation
of B the second virial ooeffioientg, when B is smallfrom the
slope of. (Ec/R©)^ . P©’= (iCo/ROj^^^/ (Kc/R©)fl is calculated

” L ^ ©j=o
using the denominator from the Berry plot' and the numerator
from the Zimm plot at, finite angles, %

>■

0.s=Oi'---_
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s' ■ ' ; f 
i.RECIPROCAL PARTICLE SCATTERIHG FACTORS EOR ilK174-'EI?I D M  Aï

' . . ■ :

PIFPERENT BOUM) PE TO BNA RATIOS ' '' / ' V:/- . ■ . ' ' -, 'V
' '

' ;The curves were constructed from the respective Zimm and Berrjr 
plG:ts as detailed in the legends to Figs 2 and 15 and 
section 5io1 (.4* 3 = Thfô values of r (moles dye hound/mod «equlvo 
nucleotide) at which the curves were ehtaihed wereg.1o @«01 
2?o CF0O249, 3» 0,G37ff̂  ̂4® @.@52y '5o @o060« As beforep, 0 is the.
angle at which scattering measurements were madoo ‘
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C0MPARIS01}J OP EXPERIMENTAL ANP THEORETICAL P©“  ̂ PÜNGTIONS 
POR THE COMPACT SUPERCOIL COHPORMATIOH PROM PP TITRATION

The points indicate the experimental results^ the lines computer 
calculated curves for theoretical models- (Pigo3^,^&A & B) ®.
(a) : r (mol dye/mol equiv» nucleotide) = 0 o024'p. or = -O«0.1 5 3# 
curve (1)9, interwound model, Rg = 68, ̂nm,, number of - superturns^ 
I( = 7; curve ( 2 )% toro id p. Rg = 68,5nm, K = 7? curves (5) 
interwound model,, max. error data,, Rg — JÔ and K = B
and 6 respectively;; curves (5)î?(4) toroid,, max, error dataî .
Eg = 78 und 59ura,, K = 8 and 6 respectively,

(b)s r - 0 ,0 1 7 9 = *=*0,0180; curve ( 1 ) 9, toroid,, Eg = 79;,6nra9 .
K = 9? curve (2), interwound m o d e l R g  = 79*6nmy K = 9l curves 
(3) 5,(4) toroid,, max, error data, Eg = 89,5 and K = 10
and 8; curves (5) interwound model, max. error data, Rg
= 8 9 , 5 and 6711m,, K- = 10: and 8.
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Fig.5.18

comparison: of experimental ANL th eo retical P0“  ̂ curves FOR 
74-RFI titrated TO AN OPEN CIRCLE WITH PROFLAVINE

# RFI vith 0 .0 6 0 mol dye bound/mol equiv. nuolecrtide,, that 
is, O'virtually zero; 4  RFII*, no dye present, (of . 'Figs.5 .21 
and 5*22). The lines are the computed curves using the theoretical 
PO"*̂  function from the calculations in Appendix I and parameter 
values given in section 5.»1*4*4? the numbers cm the lines 
indicates the value of the persistence length used in nm. 
the points for RFI are above those for RFII,. due to extension 
of the duplex by intercalation.
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Fig. 5 . 1 9

A ZI1-IÎ-1 PLOT OF j/X174-RFII PNA IF BPES AT 25°C

The scattering angle, 0, varied from 30 - 150^0. On the aboissa^ 
c, the concentration is in mg/ml; otherwise all units are in 
the cgs system. The temperature was 23° ± 0.2°C and the concentration 
range, I9 - 4^g/nil approx. The mol. wt. was extracted as described 
in the legend to Fig.5*2
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Fig.$.20

A BERBY PLOT OP ^X174-PPH BFA IN ÎPES AT 2$°C

The experimental data used here was the same as in Fig.$.19. 
All units are in the cgs system except c , the concentration,., 
on the ahcissa, whicc is in mg/ml. The mol. wt., r.m.s radius, 
the second virial coefficient and P© function were estimated 
from the plot as descrihed in the legend to Fig.$.15.
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F i g . ) . 21

COMPARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL Pg"^ CURVES FOR 
RPII WITH 6 = 0.141

The solie lines are the theoretical curves for the indicated 
persistence lengths in nm,. € = O.I4I other parameter values
as given in section 3,2,2. The points are experimental values 
obtained by pooling results from two separate experiments 
for the extrapolations to zero angle and concentration. The 
two sets of points were totally compatible
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Fig.5.22

COMPARISOiT OP PXPERIMEi'VAL AM; 'X'HEORSTICAL P9“  ̂ CURVES FOR 
RFII VITR e = 0.11

The meanings of the points lines and numhers is the same as 

in Fig.5*21. Using this value of € does not seem to give as 

good a fit to the experimental curve shape as in Fig.5*21•
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4o discussion
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4

DISCUSSION

4.1

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS AND EXTRAPOLATION TO ZERO ANGLE

The results for the molecular weight of / X174-RF DNA are obviously very 

dependent on correct extrapolation to zero angle as are the other experimen

tal results, the r.m.s. radius, the second virial coefficient B, and the P0 

function. As mentioned in Section 1.3.4, previous light scattering results 

have been considered unreliable because of difficulties in this extrapolation 

(Sharp & Bloomfield, 1968b; Freifelder, 1970; Schmid et al., 1971). From 

the theoretical PS”  ̂ curves of Benoit & Doty (1953)^ Schmid et al. (1971) 

have estimated that linear extrapolations from values of PB”  ̂ )> 1.3 for Zimm 

plots and P0~^ )> 1.3 for Berry plots will bo in error. Zimm (1948) also 

estimated that extrapolations to 0° were only valid for P0  ̂ less than 1.3. 

Examination of the various P0 curves (Figs. 3.5, 3.7, 3.16, 3.21) reveals 

that extrapolation has been made from at least two points below P0 = 1.3 

where Berry plots have been used. Thus correct extrapolations are believed 

to have been made. The Barry plots used in Sections 3.1.4.3 and 3.2.1 seem 

to provide a valid method of allowing correct extrapolation to 0° for mole

cules with dimensions just over those correctly examinable by the Zimm 

method. Thus the molecular weights are reduced marginally from Zimm plot 

values to values compatible with other experiments and curvature at low 

angles is reduced.

The other main factor rendering light scattering results suspect has 

been anisotropy (Schmid et al., 1971); this has been found to be negligible.

The molecular weight of fii X174-RF DNA found by pooling information 

from all experiments is 3.22 t 0.05 x 10^ (S.D. of 20). Sinsheimer (1959) 

obtained a value of 1.7 + 0.1 x 10^ for single-stranded /  X174 DNA by light 

scattering and hence the value,for the double-stranded form should be 

3.4 X 10^. Sinsheimer, however, used a value of the refractive index 

increment (dn/dc) of 0.201ml/g at 435nm. More recent work has suggested 

that the value is much lower (Cohen & Eisenberg, 1968; Krasna, 1970) so
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that SinshBimer’s results should have given a mol. ut. of 4.5 x 10^ approx. 

for the double-stranded form, using the corrected value of 0.175ml/g for dn/dc 

at 436nm. The value of 3.22 x 10^ is considerably lower than this, a fact 

that can probably be attributed to stringent modern dust-clearing proced

ures; other factors such as variations in the proportions of linear and 

circular molecules in Sinsheimer's preparations may contribute.

It has become apparent recently (Freifelder, 1970; Schmid & Hearst,

1969) that previously accepted values of molecular weights (Thomas & MacHattie 

1967) were somewhat high in particular X and T4 DNA. These and other workers 

(see Freifelder, 1970 for a review) have started to establish soundly based 

values for DNA molecular weights by absolute methods, e.g. sedimentation 

equilibrium in a density gradient, to allow their use as standards in 

relative methods, e.g. electron microscopy, sedimentation velocity. These 

redeterminations have indicated a reduction of the "best" molecular weights 

for a number of commonly used phage DNA molecules - T4, T5, T7 and X by

approx. 10^ to about 110, 68, 25 and 30 millions respectively. The re-

evaluation of the molecular weight of /  XI74 RF, with respect to the previous

ly used value of 3.4 x 10^ which seemed compatible with other DNA molecular 

weight evaluations, to 3.22 x 10^ is in agreement with this trend, though

somewhat less quantitatively, the reduction being 5 - 6%. It seems that

this mol. wt. for /  X174-RF DNA is quite accurate and, therefore, usable as 

a standard, with, if necessary, allowance for circularity.
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4.2

ROOT MEAN SQUARE RADII

The final value of the r.m.s. radius of RFI at room temperature was found

from pooling all available experiments to be 97.4 + G.Onm (S.D. of 5), which
— 1is well within the error allowed in cdculating P0” curves in Section 3.1.2. 

The variations in the r.m.s. radius with or'slot together well (Figs. 3.8, 

3.12) forming a clean composite picture. From cf = -0.027 to -0.021 approx. 

there are small variations which presumably represent small variations 

within one structure; from or = -0.021 to -0.017 approx. the r.m.s. radius 

drops from over 90nm to between 60 and 70nm, obviously indicating some major 

structural transition. At the same time the sedimentation coefficient only 

increases slightly^ the most plausible explanation for this is a change in 

the free-draining properties of the molecule (Tanford, 1961; Flory, 1953). 

For example, if the structure changes from a Y shape (Fig. 1.2c) to a con

densed toroid (Fig. 3.9.b), then the molecule will intuitively be expected 

to become more flexible and less free-draining. This could account for 

such a small increase in the sedimentation coefficient as the dimensions of 

the molecule shrink rapidly.

From o* = -0.017, the r.m.s. radius increases monotonically to a value 

of 120nm approx. at cf ~ 0 at the open circular conformation; the increase 

in this value over the one of 109.4nm for RFII without dye, is presumably due 

to the extension of the molecule by dye intercalation.

The persistence length of DNA falls with increasing temperature (Gray 

& Hearst, 1968) and increasing dye bound (Sections 3,1.4.4, 3.2.2), and dye 

intercalation causes a lengthening of the molecule. Thus the transitions 

observed here cannot be quantitatively identical to those in supercoiled 

DNA molecules at different values of o' at room temperature. However, it 

seems very unlikely that the same qualitative transitions do not occur.
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4.3

SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT

The second viriel coefficient, B, is a measure of the deviation of the 

solution from ideality and theta conditions (Flory, 1953), when B = 0.

Harpst et al. (1968) and Dawson & Harpst (1971) have found slightly positive 

values of B in BPES buffer, for large intact T7 and A DNA molecules and 

Dawson and Harpst (1971) found X circular DNA to have a marginally higher 

value than \ linear DNA. Other workers, however, have found a zero value 

of B in similar solvents, for linear DNA (Froelich et al., 1963; Reichmann 

et al., 1954; Cohen & Eisenberg, 1966) and there is probably a molecular 

weight dependence for B as predicted theoretically (Flory, 1953; Tanford, 

1961) and found experimentally, for example with polystyrene in organic 

solvents (Berry, 1966). Thus the zero value of B for RFII is not surprising.

For RFI, although the non-zero values of B found are only just 

significantly different from zero, some qualitative discussion is possible. 

The small negative value obtained at 25°C was found repeatable and does seem 

to exist. From comparing the kinetics of reaction with formaldehyde of 

Forms I and II of PM2 and / X174-RF DNA moleucles at cr~ -0.04, Dean & 

Lebowitz(l971) concluded that there was alteration of the secondary structure 

of the DNA duplex, which meant increased exposure of normally buried base- 

base hydrogen bonding groups, if not an actual rupture of the duplex 

hydrogen bonds. This could be imagined to disturb solution structure, with 

a negative value of A S  (Sinanoglue & Abdalnur, 1964) with respect to the 

unstrained duplex, and hence to decrease B. The negative value of B has, 

therefore been tentatively attributed to the increased exposure of hydro- 

phobic bases due to torsional strain by the superhelix; although the DNA 

has cK= -0.025, not -0.04, the effect noted by Dean & Lebowitz(1971) could 

still be significant. One consequence of this is that the partio,^ specific 

volume, density increment and other such properties of superhelical DNA may 

be slightly different from normal linear DNA and hence adoption of well- 

established values with respect to normal DNA for such parameters may affect 

the accuracy of hydrodynamic experiments with supercoiled DNA. The
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refractive index increment, however, would remain the same as conformational 

changes, such as dénaturation, appear to have a negligible effect on this 

parameter (Krasna, 1970).

Bauer & Vinograd (1970a) have calculated, from the binding of EB to 

supercoiled SV40 DIMA an expression for the free energy of supercoiling, Gsc, 

which is the energy which would be released as the molecule relaxed to an 

open circular form, if one of the duplex strands were nicked. Thus the 

supercoil is thermodynamically unstable and does not relax to an open circle, 

merely because the activation energy necessary (to break a covalent bond) is 

very high. The greater initial affinity of supercoils over nicked circular 

DIMA for intercalating ligands is a reflection of the negative value of 

Gsc. The Bauer & Vinograd (1970a) equation is:

Gsc/rF = 0.88*7̂  - G.G38r (25)
where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The corres

ponding equation, using intensive quantities, assuming Gsc proportional to 

molecular length, is (Davidson, 1972)^

g(cr)/RT = 4220^ _ GGOo^ (26)

where g(o') is the free energy of supercoiling per ten base pairs. / X174-RF 

and SV40 DNA have similar molecular weights (3.22 x 10^ and 3.1 x 10^ res

pectively) and G-C contents (42 and 41% respectively) so that even if Gsc 

is not proportional to molecular length, or if dye binding depends on G-C 

content eqn. (26) should be a good description of /  X174-RFI DNA. From 

this, at o'=: -G.025, Gsc = 7Bkcal/mole DNA, so that the free energy of super 

coiling is certainly enough to break several hydrogen bonds (about 4kcal/mol 

equiv. each) and expose some bases to solvent, although this is certainly not 

a major factor in the fairly large value of Gsc (see Section 4.4).

The behaviour of B in the temperature and PF experiments probably 

reflects two different effects. In the PF experiment, the negative value 

is found from o'= -G.025 to -0.G098; at lower values of |or| down to zero,

B is zero, which is in accord with the hydrogen bond rupture hypothesis.

The temperature experiment encompasses a smaller range of ar(-0.G27 to -G.Q17)
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where, according to the above interpretation, B should be negative. How

ever, at 14.9°C B is positive, becomes negative at 25°C and positive again 

above 3D°C. This probably us an effect on B independent of any small 

tertiary structure transitions, and to do with the independent variation of 

the enthalpy and entropy contributions to the free energy, for the solvation 

of apolar bases in aqueous solution, with temperature. This type of 

behaviour has been found (to a greater degree) in poly A (Eisenberg & 

Felsenfeld, 1967) in which the bases are completely exposed to the solvent 

in single strands.
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4.4

STRUCTURE TRANSITIONS

As noted in Section 3.1.2.3 at room temperature(o'= -0.025)/ X174-RFI is 

almost definitely some sort of Y shape, although exactly what is not clear 

as a really good fit for the experimental points was not found. It now 

seems possible that the reason for this is some breakdown in secondary 

structure; this could, in turn, alter the exact number of physical super- 

helical turns (Wang 1969a). However, it seems likely that this effect is 

small (e.g. the linear monotonie variation o f T  with temperature) and wide 

error limits in 'Thave been allowed.

An interesting point about the Y structure is that all the Y ’s pre

dictable from the r.m.s. radius have cylinder arm radii of 15 to 16nm, 

whereas the equivalent straight interwound model has a radius of 19.4nm 

and the toroid has a small radius of 19.8nm. Intuitively, one would imagine 

that the most thermodynamically likely conformation would be that which 

caused the least curvature of the duplex and a rough calculation seems to 

confirm. Gray & Hearst (1968) have derived an expression linking the free 

energy of bending of a DNA molecule with its curvature and persistence 

length by equating the continuous homogeneous thread model of Landau & 
Lifshitz (1958) with the Kratky & Porod (1949) worm-like coil model. This 

can be written

Gb = RTlzp^/2 (27)

where Gb is the free energy/mole DNA required to bend a DNA molecule of 

contour length 1 and persistence length z to a curve with curvature p , which 

at any point is equal to the reciprocal of the radius at that point. For 

a curve wound as a helix round a cylinder of radius r at a pitch angle "a", 

p = cos^a/r (Fuller, 1971). R is the gas constant and T the absolute 

temperature; the expression does not apply to strongly bending molecules. 

Using this relationship and z = 41nm (see Section 3.2.2), Gb(Y) = 21 

kcal/mole DNA, Gb (straight interwound) = 72 kcal/mole DNA and Gb (toroid) = 

73 kcal/mole DNA. Thus, even from these simple considerations, the Y shape 

appears more likely, although the calculations are approximate since
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constant curvature has been assumed, which is obviously not the case at the 

Y intersection, and perhaps not at the Y and interwound end-loops.

In Section 4.3 the total free energy of superhelix formation (Gsc)

was found to be 78 kcal/mole at this point, •T = -12. Thus there must be
\

other components to Gsc. Davidson (1972) gives these as; (a) Gb; (b) 

torsional energy, Gt; (c) energy due to interactions between topologically

distant segments in the characteristic contorted configurations of a super

coiled DNA, Gi. Davidson states that Gi is probably small.

At or= -0.018, the PF experiment at the lowest value of bound PF, 

the toroid seems a fairly good model (Fig. 3.17) with the interwound model 

ruled out. Here (7'' --9) Gsc = 43 kcal/mole DNA and Gb = 20 kcal/mole.

For the interwound model Gb = 20 kcal/mole so the decisive factor here is 

probably Gt.

Fuller (1971), using an elastic rod as a model for the DNA duplex and, 

in effect, considering only Gb and Gt has derived an energy expression for 

the rod twisted into a supercoil. It can be written:

Gsc = iAlp^ + 2 7T^C(a- r)^/l (28)

where A is the coefficient of flexural rigidity, C is the coefficient of 

torsional rigidity. The first expression on the right hand side is exactly 

equivalent to Gb, the second to Gt. Attempts to use eqn. (28), however, 

were hampered by the fact that the quantity a - r = is not known, having 

been previously assumed a constant for the dye titration to evaluate f .

In addition C must alter with B, since when ^ = 487 (B structure of DNA)

Gt cii 0, and hence C must be zero.

One calculation was attempted; if = ^ 1 2  at'Y =-12, ^ 9 at

Y  =-9, Gi is assumed zero and C assumed constant over this range then, 

using eqn. (28) at T  =-12 and-9, j^12/^9 = 1.55. As this implies massive 

changes in the duplex winding, this seems impossible. Thus either C has 

changed or Gi is not negligible or both; the last seems most likely and 

this suggests that mathematical models of supercoiling will have to be 

even more complex to describe this phenomenon correctly.
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At 0.018 no models were very good (Figs. 3.11, 3.17) although

the toroid error limits were always nearer the experimental points. It is 

likely that the structure here deviates from an exact toroid, e.g. flattens 

somewhat, and also the molecule will be becoming flexible, making the rigid 

models used inapplicable. As or decreases to zero, the toroid turns can 

be expected to come out uniformly so that the molecule goes through a looped 

circle conformation to an open circle. There are no good models available 

for this state with which to construct PB ̂  curves for comparison with ex

perimental values (Fig. 3.16), except at the open circular configuration 

which is considered later (Section 4.5).

The conformation changes deduced for moving from o'= -0.027 to 0 are 

shown in Fig. 4.1•

Upholt et al. (1971) have, as mentioned, obtained for SV40, PM2 and 

^b2b5c DNA curves of the type in Fig.,1.3. They then made electron micro

graphs of DNA molecules in region I, at the transitions of regions I and II, 

and II and III, and in region.III. They concluded; (a) as supercoils 

were introduced in region IIIB to about cf = -0.005, there was little effect 

on the molecule and the hydrodynamic volume remained the same; (b) in region 

IIIA to the maximum at the boundary with region II the superhelical loops 

decreased the r.m.s. radius in a spherically coiled form thus increasing the 

sedimentation coefficient; (c) region II corresponded to a gradual change 

from a spherically coiled form to a tightly wound linear form; (d) the 

transition from region II to I represented a transition to branched V forms.

The results obtained here disagree slightly with (a) in that some 

contraction of the dimensions of the molecule has been observed in this 

region. Proposition (b) seems very reasonable and coincides with the con

clusions reached here. However, proposition (c) is in conflict with the 

results here; these suggest a direct and rapid transition from a spherically 

coiled toroidal form to a Y structure with further tightening of Y in region 

II and that this is masked in the ultracentrifuge by alteration of the free 

draining properties of the molecule. Thus the rigid straight interwound
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form nouer seems to exist in solution. Although there is no information here 

it seems likely that the transition from regions II to I represents further 

branching to, say, H-shapes. Branching has also been invoked to explain 

the sedimentation behaviour of normal supercoiled DNA (Hinton & Bode,

1970), which is presumably in region II, as are almost all naturally occur

ring supercoiled DNA molecules (Wang, 1959b). Thus it seems that electron 

micrographs must be extrapolated with extreme caution to solution conditions. 

The use of included controls, such as normal PM2 DNA by Upholt et al. (1972) 

can monitor individual variations in electron micrographs but cannot help 

in interpretation of results with respect to solution structure. The almost 

universally used protein monolayer method of Kleinschmidt & Zahn (1959) for 

preparing electron micrographs subjects the molecules to strong spreading 

forces as part of the process to ensure clear visualisation of the molecules 

by eliminating three dimensional coiling due to thermal fluctuations.

This process, however, obviously distorts molecules with respect to solution 

and could easily be imagined for example to pull out a Y structure into a 

linear form. These points are not new and have been discussed in some 

detail (Kleinschmidt et al., 1956; Uinograd et al., 1968). A particularly 

confusing situation has been found by Wang (1969a) where the effect of ionic 

strength on the number of superturns in closed cyclic DNA as examined by 

electron microscopy (Bode & MacHattie, 1968) seemed different in magnitude 

and sign from that found by Wang from hydrodynamic experiments.

The relevance of formaldehyde fixing experiments is questioned by 

these results also, in particular the temperature experiment. In formalde

hyde fixing experiments, the DNA is incubated at a defined temperature 

(30° - 70°C) with formaldehyde, which is considered to "fix" the DNA duplex 

in the state it was in at that temperature, specifically by reacting with 

free groups which normally hydrogen bond (e.g. Inman, 1954); experiments 

are then performed at room temperature. Thus titrations of supercoiled 

DNA with temperature of fixing, examined by electron microscopy (Follet & 

Crawford, 1967) or sedimentation (Rhoades & Thomas, 1968) have been performed 

and show a transition to o' = G at about 5G°C and further superhelix winding
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with positive turns at higher temperatures. However, the work reported here 

and also the temperature coefficients of Upholt et al. (1971) and Wang (1959a) 

for of, imply no large unwinding of supercoiled DNA takes place at these 

temperatures. In fact formaldehyde fixing seems a somewhat arbitrary pro

cedure, as the reaction is normally stopped after 10 min., before completion 

of the reaction; in addition it now seems that formaldehyde reaction at 

higher than room temperatures is more a reflection of the DNA duplex 

"breathing" (Utiyama& Doty, 1971) i.e. transient breaking and joining of 

the duplex hydrogen bonds, rather than permanent hydrogen bond rupture.

Thus in the absence of really exact knowledge of what happens in the reaction, 

a kinetic approach with strict controls seems a better experiment (e.g.

Dean & Lebowitz, 1971). The formaldehyde fixing experiments will be 

internally consistent but their relation to normal solution conditions is 

hard to ascertain.
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4.5

PERSISTENCE LENGTHS

The correctness of the experimental P0*" against sin (8/2) curves is closely 

related to the correctness of extrapolation to 0°; as discussed, this is 

believed to have been achieved with some precision. The anisotropy is also 

negligible.

The value of 41 ± 3.5nm for the persistence length of RFII seems to be

reasonably accurate for further reasons; firstly, the result has been

obtained from the shape of the whole scattering curve from 0° to 150°

rather than from the initial slope and hence the r.m.s. radius (Eisenberg,

1969; Hays et al., 1959) which has a large error or from the high angle

assymptote which has also a large error (Ptitsyn & Federov, 1955); secondly,
-1as it is a small molecule, the curves of P6 are insensitive to changes 

in the excluded volume factor (e.g. Figs. 3.21, 3.22) rendering an exact 

knowledge of this parameter unimportant; thirdly, the value is in good 

agreement with values from hydrodynamic techniques (Ptitsyn & Eizner, 1951; 

Gray et al., 1957; Hearst et al., 1968b; Triebel et al., 1971).

The Kuhn statistical element length (Kuhn, 1935, 1939) is equal to 

exactly twice the persistence length and is the equivalent bond length 

which allows the molecule to be treated as a freely jointed chain. Then 

(Tanford, 1951)

Rg^ = mb V s  (29)

for a linear chain where Rg is the r.m.s. radius, b is the Kuhn statistical 

element length and m is the number of these in the molecule, if m is 

sufficiently large for statistical analysis. Cassassa (1955) has calculated 

that Rg for a linear freely jointed chain is just twice that for the equi

valent circular molecule. Therefore

Rg^ (circle) = mbVl2 (30)

Using b = B2nm and m = 20, which should be large enough to use eqns. ( 24) 

and (3>o), Rg for RFII is calculated as 106.Inm which is gratifyingly close 

to the experimental of 109.4nm. The persistence length found is, therefore, 

also compatible with the r.m.s. radius from the initial slope, providing a
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good, internal check on the experiment,

RFII DNA has at least one single stranded nick, which might be thought 

to affect its flexibility; however, Hays & Zimm (1969) have shown that 

single stranded nicks have no effect on the flexibility of DNA.

Finally there has been one previous report of light scattering on 

circular DNA (Dawson & Harpst, 1971) using a low angle instrument (down to 10°) 

but A d NA^ mol. wt. 30 x 10^ approx. ; these experiments, therefore, encoun

tered the difficulty in extrapolation to 0° discussed previously, correspond

ingly giving a rather high mol. wt. (34 ± 3 x 10^). No serious attempt was 

made to estimate the persistence length. Thus it would be interesting to 

apply the P0 function calculated for circular DNA to these results; however, 

the results given did not include data extrapolated to zero concentration 

and the solution had a significant positive second virial coefficient so 

that the results actually given are not directly applicable to the calculated 

P0 function. However, a rough fit indicates a persistence length of 60nm 

approx., which is higher than the value obtained here. However, it is 

known that DNA on being circularised contains a small amount of dimer and 

higher aggregates. The intercept in a Zimm plot is a weight average, the 

initial slope a Z-average and the rest of the curve higher averages 

(Geiduschek & Holtzer, 1958); thus any small contamination might hardly 

show in the intercept, but affect the shape of the curve significantly.

That this may have happened is corroborated by the fact that the r.m.s.

radii of the linear and circular forms are rather unexpectedly close. In
-1considering the P0 and persistence length of RFI titrated with PF to an 

open circular form there are a number of additional factors that must be 

considered. First, the titration may not be exact and some small torsion 

may remain in the DNA duplex; there is no real way of checking this and it 

might bo expected to reduce by a small amount the dimensions of the molecule, 

thus apparently reducing the persistence length. Secondly, in calculating 

the P0 function it was assumed that each dye molecule bound intercalated 

and lengthened the duplex by 0.335nm (Drummond et al., 1966); however, it 

has been suggested that not all the bound PF intercalates (Ramstein et al.,
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1972). This would mean an overestimation of the molecular contour length 

in the theoretical P0 ^, and again an underestimation of the persistence 

length. This effect seems likely to be very small, especially in view of 

the clear cut spectrophotometric isobestic points obtained. In Fig. 3.18, 

the points for the titrated RFI are higher than those for RFII, indicating 

a more extended molecule, as do the relative r.m.s. radii. However, when 

the extension due to intercalation is allowed for the persistence length 

does seem to have fallen (to 36 ± 3nm) on the binding of dye. Although this 

is the effect the above errors would have, their effects seem unlikely to 

be as large as this (e.g. in Fig. 3.16 curve 4 (r = 0.052) is not far from 

curve 5 (r = 0.06)) and the qualitative conclusion is made that dye inter

calation makes DNA more flexible. Bauer & Uinograd (1970a) have also 

suggested this on the basis of the asymmetry of the free energy of super

coiling with respect to the sign of 'f, calculated from EB binding experiments 

and Lloyd et al. (1968) have found this also, from direct hydrodynamic 

experiments. Mauss et al. (1967) found that, at high values of bound dye.

( )> 0.13 moles dye/mol. equiv. monomer), the persistence length increased. 

However, their approach was not exact and there is some indication, anyway, 

from their results, that at low bound dye the persistence length drops.
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4.6

APPLICATION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The value of this work in examining biological systems if fairly obvious and 

straight-forward.

Firstly, the conformation changes undergone by superhelical DNA as 

a function of or have been mapped out; this allows visualisation of the 

problems implicit in the functions of transcription, replication etc., of 

circular DNA molecules as discussed in Section 1.3.5.2 (see also Dove et al.,

1971). For example, the point at which replication stops until an untwisting 

enzyme acts could be the rapid transition from a spherically coiled form to 

a Y shape. Also, for example, the initial preference of the duplex under 

small twisting streses to supercoil in a non-interwound fashion may have 

implications for supercoiled types of structure in eukaryotic chromesomes. 

Obviously in vivo, there are many protein binding effects on DNA conformation; 

as the free solution conformations now seem established, it would now be 

possible to examine and visualise protein effects on supercoiled DNA 

structure, e.g. the w protein of Wang (I97l), RNA polymerase or deoxyribo

nuclease.

Secondly, a good value of the persistence length for the worm-like coil 

model for DNA has been found from light scattering, which agrees with values 

from hydrodynamic experiments; this resolves the difficulties caused by 

previous discrepancies and allays any suspicion that some unconsidered 

feature of the model was .responsible for these. A good value for the per

sistence length is a quantitative measure of stiffness in the DNA duplex 

which is needed for even the simplest thermodynamic calculations with 

respect to DNA packaging, untwisting and rates of these, e.g. the simple 

calculations in Section 4.4 for the free energy of forcing DNA into super- 

helical forms.
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Fig.4.1

PROJECÏJin) sa?RÏÏCTURE TRANSITIONS OF /X174-RFI DNA AS THE NUMBER 
OF SUPERCOILS DECREASES FROM 12 TO ZERO

1. =: -12,. (T = -0.025; rigid interwaund extended Y shape,
2m T  = -8, O' = -0.017; fairly rigid very compact toroid-like 
structure.
3 * T  “ *-4» c = -0.0'9G; flexible looped circle.
4 ,7's=0, <r=0; open circular form.
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APPENDIX I

CALCULATION OP P0 POR A CIRCULAR VOR>î-LIKE 
COIL
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For any laacromoleoule examined by light scattering the 
variation of scattered intensity with the scattering angle, 0, 
is expressed by a function P(0) (Geiduschek & Holtzer, 1958)

Generally (%,
P(0) = ^ ^  (r) sin p,r/M.r dr....................... (1)

c 0 /
Where u. = 4 « p (q ) = scattered intensity at 9' scattered intensity at 0

wavelength of light in solution
H = number of segments in molecule
f i r ) = av^age number of pairs of elements separated by a distance r 

= w(r,t) dt for a circular molecule
where w(r,t) is the probability that elements separated 
by a distance t along the contour length of the molecule 
are separated by a distance r in space*

Hence P(9) = | f f dr dt............... (2)
0 o

For w(r,t) the Daniels distribution function (Daniels, 1952) has/
been used with the modification to include the excluded volume 
parameter (Gray et al., 1967; Sharp & Bloomfield, 1968$
This gives ^ 1
w(r,t)dr 0 )  exp

where e is the excluded volume factor
1 is the persistence length

and all distances are measured in terms of b, 
an arbitrary segment length.
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This equation for the distribution function of a linear 
molecule is easily converted to that of a circular molecule 
following Zimm & Stockmayer(1949).
Hence for a circular molecule

w(r,t)dr = A exp

X (1 - + ^(2+e)8 At (5-2 e) ^

X (1 2r
40t

 ̂ 53r4A(l-2f)
8A(N-t) (%_t)l2+

) r dr (4)

Where A is the normalising constant, and j
CO p ? 4  p 4 Pexp (-kr ) (a + hr + cr ) (p + qr + vr ) r dr
^ 5Where a = 1 - b = -| —  

t^ (At)C

= _ 12A, 
40t' (At)

1
2e P 8MW-t)

40(N-t)2 (A(N-t))

and

Thus

k =
oo

3 A "( N - t  [ X N - t )  t ( A t )   ̂ 1
- t ( N - t )  ( x t ) ^  Jt(At) ̂
t(N-t) ( At)^ (N-t)Vf w(r,t) sinur

|xr = Z

0^ ■

4k e% [ap + (aq + (? - 2k) /2k
2 4

+ (av + bq + op) ^15 - /4k^

+ ^  - ^ 3 ) /8k3
8

32k
.) /

Substitute in equation (2). When H is large 
H

p(o) = I y zdt = i + I s
O X— i

(z)

(5)

(6)

However at small values of t up to x, the Daniels distribution 
function is not correct for worm-like coils.and must be replaced
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by the expression dehived from the exact distribution function 
(Hearst & Stockmayer, 1962; Gray et al., 1967; Sharp & 
Bloomfield, 1968^.
Hence a more^^curate desription than equation 2 is 
P(e) = I f  - w(r,t)] ctr dt \

N oo \
. I / /  .(r,t) sites ar « ................. (7)

Where w(r,t) is the Daniels type distribution function and
/

W(r,t) is the real distribution function.
Intersection between the two distributions occurs at values 

of t « N  so that the effect of circularity on the distribution 
should be negligible and straight chain expressions for W(r,t) 
can be used (Gray et al., 1967)
Thus the model of Kratky & Porod (1949) without excluded volume 
can be used at small values of t since at these intersegment 
distances the excluded volume factor is negligible and can be 
ignored up to t = x, where intersection of the distributions occurs* 
Thus

X ^

oo W   ̂  (G)

w (r,t) dr = 1 - ü i ^  + ü i ^ . . . . ( 9 )
^r^ W(r,t)drWhere <r^ > =

As we are dealing with small values of r, higher terms in 
equation (9) may be neglected.
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Since <r^> and <r^> have been calculated (Hermans & Ullman,
1952) the first term in equation 8 can be evaluated* The
intersection point at t = x of the two distributions is taken

2as the point where <r > is equal when calculated from both
distributions. The validity of this procedure has been checked

2by evaluating <r > at t = x according to the equations of 
Sharp & Bloomfield (1968) and,to ensure similar values, comparing 
this with the value from our expression and that of Hermans & 
Ullman (1952). The two values should be and are similar Table Ai.i) 

The total summation in equation 8 can therefore be carried 
out by computer since an analytical solution does not seem 
possible, for assigned values of N,A,c, |i| x and segment size.



Table AI.1

SEGMEliT NUMBERS WHERE INTERSECTION CE THE TWO DISTRIBUTION 

FUNCTIONS OCCURS, OK VARYING THE PARAMETERS <S AND PERSISTENCE 

LENGTH

2 is the mean square separation of two segments x apart 
on the polymer chain. Values (a) are those which are the same for 
the Kratky-Porod distribution and the circular distribution 
calculated in this Appendix. Values (b) are computed from the 
distribution of Sharp & Bloomfield (1$68b) for linear worm
like coils, for the same parameters as (a)# At least for 
the lower values of the persistence lengthy values (a) and 
(b) are very similar, showing circularity has little effect at 
small intersegment numbers.
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appendix II

COMPUTER PROGRAMMES AND DIALOGUES
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PROGEAMI'ŒS

Computer print-outs of six programmes are given; all are written 
in "Fecal I9 69" language far a PDF 8/L computer* The programmes 
are;
I to calculate PÔ and P0  ̂ for a straight interwound superhelix 

treated as. a thin rod.’;
II to calculate P© and P©" far a toroidal superhelix;

“ 1III to calculate P© and P© for a T shaped superhelix;
IV to calculate P© and P©~^ for a straight interwound superhelix 

with diameter of size comparable with the length;
V to calculate P© and P©*"̂  for a circular worm-like coil;
VI to process instrument readings etc* in light scattering 

experiments to points for Zimm or Berry plots.

DIALOGUES
Full or initial dialogue sequences corresponding to the 
above programmes are given;
I full sequence for prog. I - the input-output is typical 
of those for computing P© functions; all input dimensions 
must be in Angstroms; input, i) wavelengthof light in 
solution, ii) contour length of molecule, iii) Rg, iv) no.

of superturns; output,, i) radius of superhelix^ ii) length 
of superhelix,- iii) sin^(©/2), P©„ and P©”  ̂ at 10^ intervals 
for ©, the scattering angle? from 1^ to 1$1^;
II - V initial sequences for other programmes to calculate 
P© functions; input-output is very similar to that in I, 
with the following additions: in II N1 ?N2 and H3‘ are the 
number of superturn in each of the three arms of the Y? and 
A12? A25 and A15 are the inter-arm angles; in II and IV the 
input specifies the superhelix radius rather than Rg which 
is included in the output; in V (P© for the circular worm
like c0.1l),. K is the number of segments/molecule. T> im +.hc.



PROG. I

C-h OCAf.. 1 )

0 1.1 0 r "P THKIA X01, 00 ITb AN (lb T POM b" !
0 1.1 b b PI =3. l/ilb)
01 .1 A A "7 L I I'J bOI ,:M”7
0 1.20 A ’•CdMI'. LKNCiTH "CL
01 .30 A "PAP. 0 7 "pO
0 1.3 b A "N0. 07 b/0." N
0 1.00 l> L=7bQ1 C 1 2 + POT 2 )
0 1.4 A T "CYl.I NPFP. PALI . "7 bOT(<CL/2+N>t 2
0 1.b0 i %,"CYL f.7.WGTP"L ; r ?
01 .bl b 0=1
01 .b2 b f-} = / [ p I t fi ■ , I M C 0 + 1̂ I /3A0 ) / V0,
0 I.b3 r "bî2"<7bi;MC0 + Pl/3A0) > t : - ;  ;  i !
01 .A0 b 0=1
0 1.70 b P=I. 4(0//l+0
01 .00 S r = T + 2 I' ( 4 + M - 0 ) + 7 b I iV c K + P ) /H 4=P
0 1.9 il b 0 = 0+ 1

<L/AJ > T ) /p 1 Î i !

0 2 .  1 0  I h ( d  ^ 0 ) 1 .  1 , 2 . 2 , 1 . 7  
02 . 20 T "p" T / C ) T 2+1/M*A 
02.2 1 I " l/r"(A*N)T2/(T+4tü)
02.22 3 T=0 
02.30 S 11 = 0 + 111
0 2 . A0  I F  C 1 A 1 - 0 ) 2 . 5 , 2 . b , 1 . b2  
02.b0 00 I I 
+



PROG. II
Ai. » 1 > A J

1 )' A!.i. TIN I i . ,  ANlib i " !
, I \l * ' t. r «

I. .ipNj; / I'i

A "Vi..
A "Cb.M i
7) p I = 3 •

1 A ”\i( '.
A " i •- •'i L

; b ) = 7 b b
S 1 X , "j_.A
) b 7=7 bC:
) 1 "biNAL
) b ■\j = 1 b +
) b A = 7bü

) b X = 2 * F
b X = X - 2

3 b 0=1
; 1 "b T 2"
■) s i = 0
b ri = 4  + P

•) b 0 = 0'
) b V  1 = /
b U 1 = 2>!

ii b 1=0
b v2=

/ ) b
I'l i;u J

/) 1 = 1 + 1
. ) t 7 C vl- I
i-'j J = . i+ 1
0 I 7 ( N  /  X
v) 1 " P" 1 /
0 b 0 = 0+11
0 I 7' C 1 A 1

vl w = < 1 -
1» b 7̂ =  2 *7.
0 X =  7 7 4  V

0 I 7 ( \ ) l

. ; b 1 =  1 +X
« ' . 7 .

+ A -+ 7 3 I '? ( H * X ) , 
0 b =



PROG. Ill
c- M (UY>. 1. » 1 1 A
('} 1 1 0) 1 ”2 (0 ) r .Af,i. 0\, I i.) AoGb1oOXb"!
/) 1 1 1 A "73.. 13 bOf.N"V.f.
0 1 1 2 b 7" I-3. 1 4 1 b l
0 1 1 3 A "00.3 [.3-1 !i"7.
0 I 20 A "N 1 " \j 1 , " \!2"t\12 , ".N3’ ' iV 2
v) I 2 b b N = Nl+37;f;\j3
0 1 30 A "A1 3"A 1 , ":3 I 2"A2 , "A23"A3
0 1 /| 0 A "0 Y.0 r.A0"P0
0 1 b0 b 0=1
0 1 b b b 0=7 bU 1 ( <I„/N92> T2- <Pl £-.0 > T 2 ) /4
0 1 bA I "b7,G. I.lilfi. ; I !
/3 1 b7 T "b/H f.G i 2 . "4 ; I t
0 1 A I'l b 0 = /| + 7" I 7 b I N C 0 + P 1 /3 A0 ) / 7. f.
0 1 7 0 1 "b T 7 b I o( (. ̂ p̂ I/3A0 ) > Î 2 ; i !
0 1 10 b .X = 2
I.; 2 1 b V = N 1 + 4 ; b A = A I
02 30 b f’ = 4*-33
02 /I 13) y

02 b0 0 Y = r - 1
02 A0 17 C 7 ) 1 . 1 . 2 . 7 , . 4
02 7 0 b V=\/- 1
0 2 7 b 17 (3)1 • 1 , .1 • 3 b » 2 •
02 3 0 17 (011.1,2.1,2.3
02 b 17 C V/ 1 1 . 1 , 2 * 1 , A • 1
02 9 0 b .3 = 3- 1
0 3 1 0 17 (X)/l.l,»i.A,.i.2
03 20 b b = .\)2l=/i; b A = A 3
03 b0 GO 10 2-3
0 3 A0 b 0=31 t:/i; b Y0-A71 ; b Ï =22
vj3 9 0 GO 10 2.4
0/| 10 b 3=2; b X=N1+4

40; b 0=1
.14 4 b 13.) 10
0/1 b0 b 0=0+1
04 A0 17 C X ~ 0 ) 1 . 1 , • 7 , /i * /I1,
0/1 70 b 3=3-1 : 17 C 3)b.4, b . .2 , /i • )
04 10 b X = '12 ̂ /)
0 b 1 0 GO 1 0 /| . 4
0 b 20 b .3 = 03 + /) Î ( 0 .' 1 0 /‘ • /)
0 b 4 0 1 1 + 3 t/|) /</! + 0 > 12 : 1 " 1 /£'
I'; b 4 2 1 "pG"7 bW 1 ( /./2* ( :\i *4 ) T 2 ) : 1 !
0 b 4 4 b 4 = 0
0 b 4 b b 1 = 0
0 b b0 b 0=0+10
0 b bl.; 17 C 1b 1 -0 ) I . 1 , I . 1 1 ,1 . 3
0A 1 0 -S i = i3 2 + /(
0 A ' 1 V j (4)10 2 ./I
09 1 ..1 b P = 0 - l / 2 ;  b 0 = r - l / 2
.0 ) 1 b w tt = f M  7 7-)0 1 ( t' f 2 + 0 t 2 -2 k r 00b C A
0 J 2C'i b 1 = 1 + 2 + 7 b I M ( o * ) / ,2+2\
0 J 30 1; *• 2 *' £ V T 71
1 0 10 b JO = .] + }!
1 0 20 b l = l+2477)l^(2+£<)t( \ - • .1 ) /ll k
1 0 30 b /. = /. 1- (.' - o ) + £-: T 2



PROG. IV
FOCAL, 1 9 6 9
. 1 0 T INTLPFODND CNITb ANGSTp OOb " !
- 20 A IN bOf.N'D.L
. 30 A "COM i 0Up. !..LiMG i H ’'CL
. 40 b p I = 3 . 1 /■ 1 b 1
. b'.O A "NO. OF b/H TC%Nb"X
. 60 A "CYL HAD"H;o P=FSQi (CL 72/802-40
. 70 T "Pl 'i CH"p; T "L"P-+K/p ;t !
. 30 b N =1A* X b  'I'D = :3 + F A l N (Pi /16*r 0 21C I
• 8 /| S 0=1
.87 T "bT8"FbIN(OtPI/360)T 2 : r !
.88 b r=0:b Y=0
.90 S ri = /} P I * F b I N ( 0 ■+ F I / 3 60 ) /FL

2 . 1 0 b I =0
2.1b b 1 = 1 + 1
2.80 s 0=0
12.2 b b .!=.]+ 1
12. 30 DO 9
. 4 0 I F (N/2-0) 1 b,2.2 b

18. b0 I F CM/2-1 ) 1 . 3,2.6,72. 1b
12. 60 b 1=0
92.65 S 1 = 1 + 1
12. 70 s < ) = i'<
12. 7b b 0=0+1
92. 8 0 DO 1 0
37:. 90 I F ( N/2-,. ) 1 . 1,2. 9b, 2 .7;>
92.9 b I 7 (M/2-1)1.3,3.1,2.6 b
03. 1 0 1’ "i " 1+ 2/N 7 2; 1 " l/p"M72/2*i: i !
103. 1 b I' "iC’FriQTc y a m 72) ; r î î
03. 20 -S 0=0+10
03. 30 IF (161-0)3.8,1.1,1.87
09.1 0 S X = 2 + H 7 2 + ( 1 - FCOS ( ( I -0 ) *10 )) + (('%( I
09.20 iy Y = Y+X
09.30 X = F S Q T ( X ) ; I F ( X ) ‘1./(, ). b , ' ). /'
09. /; 0 b T= i+FpIM(H*X)/H*X
09 . 50 .s X = 0
10. 1 0 s X = 2*p72*( 1 - I'CObC ( I-0)*TL-Pl ) ) + (p
10.20 .''9 Y=Y+X;b X=FbGT(X)
10. 30 G T = 'I +FbIM(H*X)/H*X



PROG. V

I u
• 7( '■ r  r T _

t .3.0 A
1 .L  U b
1 .bO 7,
I .b3 7)
1 .i)4
1 .bb L
1 .bb ]!(
1 .bV
I .b,b . J
1 .60
1 .6 b b
1 .717 G
1 .bO ; )
1 . P.; .■)

71 .1 0 ; J
' ./i '/)
.6 0
.'00

13 .1 0
'3 .20 r
)3 .3 0 1
:3 .3 !; 1

.3 7
)3. 40
13 .bO’ ( J

)!;.U b b
'b. 1 .'J b
'b. 710 b
■' b .3 0' i' )
' b ./! 0
)!; . 
)!; .

bO
6 71

I

» rK. i I.

J =i:

1 =  1 +  1
G = 7 - C ; +*•! ,' )C C !., + 1 ) ) ? . . : i = £- r./\r C i •' 7 L U  Li C I . k ,sj -  i > ) )
/\= 1 - 3 /  +!. k i ; .' j= ' / ■ •*•■ 1 T : ; ̂  c -- - s k  i, / 1 t r i t p
P = 1 - : + ' ■  ! . + (\j- 1 ) ; p !.’ = : / p  k < V - ] > T , ; v - - P .+ k i, / , ; t , . P'.. ■ ♦ < .v - i > t P
X -  3 'k I , + ( < -1 -  1 > k [ J  + i k ‘ 1 k ( ^ - j  ) k f *: (- j
, ' =  A k p  +  p  +  C î \  K _  +  f ' k p  )  /  k ■ 4-1 , ,  I;  k (  p  +  +  C  k I _ ) /  >-> Jc- .< T , '■
. /  =  /  +  (  A  1 c  V  +  C  +  i  + P + .  . )  +  1  p  ■' +  C  *  \ /  +  J / , L /  U P  \  Î  .' i

M = (  ) / |  b /  3  1 b  +  !.i T l / , \ +  1 ;  k  I i T -/£ /  / !  k  T -  < k , , . T  P / . ' i  k . ' ,  T P , - H l T

1 =  (  1 . ) b  -  1 v)  b  k  T 1 k  [  , T A  /  / ^  k. r  , . -  ■ I T 4 \  T P'  )  *' (  .■ - f  . r

J =  (  1 b - b + n  t O / 8 + l M  4 / 4  k . <  T p  )  +  (  A  i ' d  +  c  * :  + : >  + ,. ) / A t  :  p  + p  -  r

A = :  < ,  l - f  (  A  +  L  +  p  k p v  )  k  C P  -  I. 7 / : : • ■ < ) /  L L  r  / I  I  > / . f  r

/ 3 2

(Up)/

1 (■■./< 1 +..->)

.) = P + 1 £■:
(1^4-0)1.

=  1 / 1 . -  (  1 - 7 7  r  '  C -  3  k  17, t -  1 )  )  ^ '



PROG. VI

AL, 1969
T T MM i'I.O i , 30-1 50, 7 LUOL COL IM,7ü k  ALPHA L'A i A" ! 
A "CALIH. CONLl. X 10î6",X 

I A "CI.ALL LTD. iO-.ALI MC" I L
I b K9 = 4 7k/./I 1:1
I A "DN/LC IN MI./GXi", NC
I A ’ ’ i ; 7:7 £ V. INI )LX 0 7' 4 L V LN J " , N 7.
1 A "CL 0 7 LI CH r IN NoX',wL
t b PI=3.14159
I S 1 = 2*P I T 2+NRT8 + NC t Pk 1 0 î l 1 /CL t 4 + 6 . 023 + 8 J

I ”7'0£-; ST2, GO 10 9.1"!
A "SOLO 30- 150"A3,A/i,Ah,A6,A7,A8,A9,Ll,HP,133,B4, ! 
A "X"X,!
A " C 0 M C . IN N G / M L, "C : T % " i. I 1 > l K A P INOb" !

) A L ;s = X 1 +C/C p-A3) + 966 ; I' "KC/p"p;r " iP’7 bQ'i (P) , !
) A £( î b p = K 1+0/Ç L-A4)+977:I " \C/L"p;r " L"7 bOT(P), !
) A h  : b P=K1+C/(L -Ab)+980;r "LC/H"p;i " p"7 bÜT(P), !
î A L : S 7' = K 1 + C/(P -A6)+9 88 ;T " k c /h "p ;t " £i"7 SQTC P) , !
) A X î b P = X 1 + C /(.* ■;-A7) + 99 6 ; i "xc/p"p; 1 " p"7 bQ'i (P),!
) A £ '. î b P=K1+C/(L -A8) + 10 00 ;T "xc/L"p;r *• p"i*bQT(P),
) A £< :b P = K 1 + 0/ C £(-A9) + l00 5 ; "k c /l "p ;t '• iP’FbO'Kr),
) A H î b p = K 1 + 0/ ( £\-PI)+1011; "KC/p"p;r " L"7bôT(p),
; A L ; b P=l< 1 + 0/ C £\-B2) + 1013 ; "8C/p"p; I '' L"7bO'iCp),
3 A t i ; b P=Xl+C/(x -P3)+ 10 16: "xc/L"p;i '' £-:"7SQICP),
) A H ; b p = X 1 *0/ c £1-P4 ) + 1 0 1 /| : "KC/L/'P : T '' L"7 b'v i (P ) ,
1 T "b T 2+MC TXKMb AL7." !
J I 0.0 6699+M+C,0 . 10332 + 0 + C, 1
T 0. 14645+MkC, 0 . 25 + PikC, C . 37059 -̂.•i + C , 0 . b + M + C, !
T 0 . 6294 1 +M + C, 0 . 75+M*C,0 . b 53 5 5 + 71*0, O . 8 9 667  + 0 + 0, !

M*C"N+C,!) T 0 . 93301+0 + C ; I 
I GOTO 2.5
1 A "ANGIP-." , i , !
1 T 7 3IMC iUt. 141 b >/36v.O î2 
1 G O T O  9 , 1



DIAL. I

GO
£' I H 7,1 A £\0 0 ONI i b AN G b I :UJYj b
l-.L IN bOLN :409V
COM I . LFMGi £1: 1 644 0
HAD- OF GYP.:103b
NO. OF b/C.:12
CYL I NLF.b b.AO.= b.l'6208F+03
CYL LLNG1 rl = 0 . 3 b3 b3 bF. + 04
30 2= 0 .76 1 b22F.-0 4
p = O . J  9 9 7 4 0 F, + 0w 1 / P = 0 . 1 vl 0 2 6 F. + 01
bo2= 0.91 8 63 OF.-02
p = 0 . 9 6 9 8 2 6 F, + O 0 1 / P = O . 1 O 3 1 1 1 F. + O 1
b02= 0 . 3 3 209 7 L-0 1
p= O . 8 9 6 9 9 4 F,+0 O 1 / P= 0.11 1 /| 3 /| F. + O 1
b0 2= 0 . 7 1 4 1 6 1 F-'0 1
P= O . 79 / 3b6F, + v'k) 1 /r = 0 . 1 rib/) 1 bF- + 0 1
b T 2 = 0 . 1 2 2 64bF. + 00
P= 0.6 ) 8 8 7 F. + U '•■) I / P = 0 « 1 /| 4 J b 1 F, + 0 1

b T 2 = 0.18 b3 39F.+ 00
P = 0 . b903O2F. + O0 1 /p= 0 . 1 69/)t, bF. + O 1
bî 2= O . 2b7 b9bF.+ 00
p= 0 . b0 7 6/( 1 F. + O v-i 1 / r = O . 19 69 9 ;̂F, + 0 1

30 2= 0 . 33 72 1 bh+Ov)
P= 0, . /) /) /) 2 16?,+ 0 O 1 / F- = I'l .2281 1 6F. + 0 1 

;0 2= O . 4 2 1 78 2F.+0 0
p= V; . 3 9 7 7 ) 0F.+i 10 1 / p = O' .281 389 ?. + /, 1
b f 2 = 0 . 80 8 7 2 8F. + 0 0
p = 0 . 3 6/) 2 6 7 F, + •/) O' 1 / F = 0 . 2 7 /) b rÎ /) F. . )1 
bT 2= 0 . 89 84 0 3F. + O 0
p= 0 . 3 3 96 88? +00 1/P= O'. 2 9 4 4 1 7 F. +v 1
bT 2= 0. 67 9 1 8 3F. + O'0
p= 0 . 320 >7 8?.+30 l/p= . ' . 3 1 1 blU FUP 1
302= O , 7878 1 8F. + 00
p = O . 3 , ; 6 3 68F. + C0 I / i- = 0.30 6 b 1 1 ;•. + O 1
S T 2 = O . 8 2.8 I. J O '8 F, + 0 0
P = .9.2 94 7 8 7 1 / P =  b . 33 J228F. + 0 1
b T 2 = '0 . 8 8 8 b 7 1 ? + O )
P = O . 2 8 / 2.2 F. + OO 1 / p -- O . 3 4 9 ) ' 1 F. + r) 1
b T2= O . >3 7 307? +0w
P= 0 . 2 7.8.8 9 >?. + C.. 1 /p= O' . 3!; 8 883 F.+O I



DIAL. II - V

GO
PCM) Y AU. GMirS ANGSTHDMb 
KL IM SOLN:4 09'/
COM LGTH:16440 
Ml:4,N2:4,m3:4 
A13: 120,A 1 2 : 120,A23: 120 
CYL LAD:187
SF: G . LGYH.= 0 . 11 o 8 3 5L + 0 3 
b/H J.GTH.= 0.47 8342L + 0 3 
302= 0.761822L-04
P = 0 . 9 8 9 2 7 7% + 0 0 1 / p= 0.11)10 8 A F,+0 1
HG= 0 . 1 0566 6F.+ 04 
302= 0.9 18638L-;)2

GO
D TOHKOT. D ALL CM ITS ANGSTiiUMS 
YL. IN SOLN.:4097,
CO NT . f. LN G T H : 1 64 /| 0 ,
NO. OF b/H 102X3:12,
LAD GYn:103 5 
LARGE LAD= 0.10 1530E+04 
SMALL LAD= 0 . 2009 57F.+ 03 
ST 2= 0.761522E-04

GO
P INTLHYOCND UNITS ANGSTLOMS
YL IN SOLN: 4097,CONiOOn LENGTH : 16 440
NO. OF S/H TURNS:12
CYL LAD:15 7
PITCH= 0 . 950683E +03!..= 0 . 5704 lOE + 04 
302= 0. 76 1 522E-0 4

GO
N : 54 7, D : 30 , PL : /) 50 , T-. : 0 . 1 /| 1 , a : 2 7 
P= 0 . 99 9 59 9 F.+O 0 l/p= O . 1 0OO40F.+O 1 
3 0 2 = 0.76 1 52 2 F.,-0 4

DC 1 /!-')= 0. 100020 E+0 1



DIAL. VI

M t

U U
S3
DC
L •
OF

LOT,SO- 130, F LUOx COL IN,F Ox ALPHA DATA 
CONS 1. X i o t a :0.08 2 

3TI). jUYADI NO: 470 
IN NI./OM : O . !
INDF.a o ;- S.OI.UF.N 1 : 1 . 334 
LIOHl IN N N : 346. 1 

ST 0, CO iO 9.1 
V 30 - 1 30 : 3 O , : 33, : /' 7 , : 4 1 , : 3 3, : 30 , : 30 , : 3/i , : 4 
0

: /) L , : /J F:

IN MG/ML:0.07398 
LEADINGS

73, f<C/x= 0 . 330/!33F.-06
9 9 ,KC/X= vl. 384843F.-O6 L
/| 1,KC/L= .432307E-0 6 L
7, KC/lv = 0. [;3 >20 3 0  6 L =
1 ,xc/i\ = 0 .7 19713F-06 H =
0, XC/x = V :. 90 3 7 23F.-0 6 L =
4, KC/H = '0 . 108 32 7 F.-O 3 L =
6, KC/L = 0. 124 322E-0 3 L =
3, KC/x = 0. 1383 9lF.-t>3 x =
0, XC/L = 0 . 143349E-0 3 L =
2, XC/x = 0 . 148 1 0OF.-03 p.=
+ MC TF'.xMs ALE
. 8 36 79 OF:+ 00= O.893120E+
9362303+00= 
1 4 1 92 1 F. + O 1 = 
1 722 8 1 F.+O 1 
:. IN MG/31!.:

i : . 3 7 1 9 7 /| F. - k) 3 
0 .62 0 3 3 7 F. - vl 3
0 . 6 37 6 32F.-O 3 
, . / /| 7 8 0 0 F.“ tO 3
) .8/(8 3 39 F.~ vl 3 
.93 O 6 4 /| h  - '/) 3 
1. 1 04 1 7 7 F.- O2 
; . 1 I 1 390 F-02 
U 1 1 7 64 OF.-02 
'.11981 2F.-02
1 .  1 ,2 1 6 9 6 FI - v:l 2

0 . 1 0398'OF.+0 1 — 0. 11 603 9F. + O 1 = V'i 
0. 1 3 3 9 8 0 F. + 0 1 = V: . 1 6 /! 3 3 3 F. + 0 1 = 0 
M + C = 0 . 7 8 9 8 0 0 F. + 0 O

i 28 9 8 FI F. + O 1 
1 68 64 7 F. + O I
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segment length? Pu is the persistence length, E is the excluded 
volume factor and X is the segment number where intersection 
of the two distributions used occurs (see Appendix l),̂  in the 
input
VI full dialogue sequence for processing Zimm or Berry" plot 
data; the first five inputs are self-explanatory except that 
the wavelength of light used, must be that in vacua; inputs 
are then vi) solvent subtractions to be made at angles from 
50°- 150^ corresponding to the light scattering instrument’s 
preset angles for integrated measurements, vii) constant 
by which to multiply the concentration to give a suitable 
scale on the abcissa of the Zimm plot? viii) concentration 
of DhA etc* in mg/ml; then alternate input of the instrument 
reading and output of Kc/R© and (Ec/R©)^ for the eleven readings^ 
when the eleven corresponding values for the abcissa of the 
Zimm plot are printed out*
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Initially general aspects of DNA structure, particularly 

tertiary, and its investigation are discussed together with the 
difficulties encountered; this leads to the choice of 

DNA, investigated mainly by light scattering as the experimental 

system for investigating DNA structure. As ^X174-RF DNA is 
circular and exists in tvro forms, R?I which is supercoiled and KFII 
which is an open circle, the implication of this and the significance 
of the experimental work undertaken are discussed in the light of 
previous workers' findings.

The following experiments were performed:

(l) light scattering on ^X174~RFI at 25^C; (2) light scattering 
on ^X174“RFI at temperatures from 14.9*̂ C - 74.5^8; (3) light 
scattering on ^X174-RFI at different mol bound proflavine/mol 
equiv. nucleutide from 0 to O.O6 ; (4) light scattering on ^X174-RFII 
at 25°C. All experiments were in buffer pH 6,8 and I ^ 0,2,

Prom all experiments the value of the mol.wt. was 3.22 + 0,05

X 10^ (S,D. of 20 experiments), which is somewhat less than the accepted
value of 3*4 X 10^. This downward re-evaluation of the mol. wt, is in
line with the recent re-evaluation for a number of widely-used phage
DNA molecules. In experiment (I), the experimental r.m.s. radius, contour
length and number of superhelical turns determined by e^thidium bromide
titration, were used to define exactly the dimensions of various models
for a superhelix; the straight interwound, the Y interwound and the
toro^daljj-models, The P0 for these was calculated from the formula PG =
1 ^^nm
~2 / , / , ---^ ---- where N is the no. of scattering segments, r
N nm
the distance between the nth and mth segments and h is aconstant 
dependent on the scattering angle, 0, by computer summation. These 

results indicated that at "T ~ -12 a.Y shape was the best model,though 
no exact fit v/as found.

In experiments (2) and (3) the superhelix density {cr) was varied 
by temperature variation and by proflavine intercalation. These 

experiments indicated, both from thr r.m.s. radius and general appearance



of the P9  ̂ curves, that from o' = -0,027 (T = -12.5; to cr- -0,021 

( Y  = -10; the molecular configuration v/as as in experiment (1), a Y, 
shape; as o' decreased further to 0,017 approx,, the molecule became 
very compact (r.m.s, radius = 60 - 70nm; before expanding slowly to an 

open circular conformation at o' = 0 (r.m.s, radius = 120nm with 0.06 
mol dye bound/mol equiv. nucleotide). From experiments (1) - (3) the 

r.m.s. radius of the Y type structure of ^NN74-RF1 at 25°C v/as 97*4 i 
8nm (S.D. of 5 experiments). Predicting P© curves on the lines of 
experiment (l) indicated the compact conformation v/as a toroid-type 
structure.

Some small variation of the secondd virial coefficient from zero, 
v/as found, v/hich was tentatively attributed to increased exposure of 
hydrophobic bases due to torsional strain ih the superhelix. Simple 
thermodynamic calculations on the energy requirements of the various 
models indicated that the above structures and transitions were quite 
reasonable and possible.

Ih experiment (4 ), RFII was found to have a second virial coefficient 

of zero and a r,m.s. radius of 109,4 + 15:̂ m. A theoretical PO 
function was calculated for a circular worm-like coil at different 
values of the persistence length from the above formula for,P6ÿ using 
polymer distribution functions. One summation was performed analytically, 
the other by computer summation. From this experiment the persistence 

length was found to be 41 ± 3*5nm for DNA which is in good agreement 
wdth the values from hydrodynamic experiments, in contrast to almost 
all other light scattering results; this is attributed to the correctness 
of the interpretation of the results by conventional methods, due to the 
small size and optical isotropy of ^X174-RFII«

The persistence of RFI titrated to an open circle with proflavine 
was also found; this was 36 + 3»0nm which indicates a drop in the 
persistence length on binding proflavine.


